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CHAPTER I 
• 
INTRODUCTION 
One ot the major ditrerencea between man and animal is man's ability 
to communicate with others b.r means or commonly accepted and understood 
verbal s11l1bols. '!be value and importance ot this abU1ty has been recognized 
by all. It, is one ot the important underlying toundations tor man's progress 
and advancement. This concept or idea that man can commUnicate with others 
in mutually understood or common terms is the basis tor the techniques 
generally used in psychotherap,y. Although the act or verbalizing, according 
to Wolberg (1954) has ftlue tor the emotionally ill person, irrespective or 
'any advice or help he frtightreceive, the measure or prog~ss tor the patient 
and the value or the therapist is ror him to reach a level.or communication 
which is understood b.r all or in other words, reality oriented. 
For years both psychiatrists and psychologists have worked with associa-
tion techniques as means or evaluating problem areas or complexes within 
individuals (landis and Bolles, 1956). People have been presented with words 
in either written or verbal torm and directed to give the tirst response that 
comes to their minds. This, met)lod, CODIDonl1' called' the tree association 
technique, has genera1l7 been studied and evaluated in terms ot the individu~ 
al's reaction time, physical response, and spoken or written response. This 
last point, the person's verbal response, is in this author's opinion, the 
most important. 1:he ability or the individual to respond with a generally 
accepted association or response gives the best measure or the person's ego 
\ 
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strength. Bizarre, idiosyncratic, and highly personal risponses as wll as 
1 failure to respond indicate an 1na.b1l1t;r to respond to Terba1 cues in the 
.-
normal way. The farther away from the normal or typical response' a response 
is, the more isolated or unique the person is. Therefore, while the free 
association technique serves a valid and useful role, it seems that a test' 
specificall7 designed and standardized for ~vealing a person's abil1t;r to 
respond with what most people think, is a more efficient and important diag-
nostic toot. One such controlled assOciation test is the Loyola language 
Study, a modified form of the Kent-Rosanoff Association Test. '!he rationale 
of this particular test is that normals will yield responses more in common 
with each other than th~ mentally ill (Snider, 1954). ' By means of standard-
ized norms it judges a person's control over his thinking and his awareness 
of what others think and feel. 
The original work of Johnson and Snider on the Loyola- I4nguage Study 
has been the object or numerous other experiments and studies. But like a 
good part of psychology, most work has been with adults. ' Aside from this 
writer's earlier work (Humann, 1960), no one hils attempted to study the re-
sults or responses or children. The major objective of this dissertation, 
then, is to present norms for this test on an elementar.y school age popula-
tion from third through eighth grade. Incidentally, but not unintentionally, 
it is also aimed at presenting a basis for future evaluations and studies 
or the possible developmental associations from school age through adulthood 
,I, 
on this particular test instrl11D;8nt. From the information and data presented 
here it is hoped that further investigations can and will be undertaken by 
i still others. 
· .1 
,:,; 
CHAPTER II 
.. 
REVIEW OF REIA'll!;p, LITERATURE 
The use or tree association tests has had a long and varied career. TIe 
tree association technique has been used by and connected with D:IallY' ot the 
pioneers ot both psychiatry and psychology. It antedated the present flood 
or projective tests by more than halt a century. It was first systematically 
described by Galton (l879). Wundt subsequently introduced it into the 
psychologicallaborat017, where it was adapted to many uses. 
The clinical use or 'WOrd association tests -.s stimulated largely by 
the psychoanalytic movement, although other psychiatrists, such as Kraepelin 
had previously investigated such techniques. '-he tirst to formalize its use 
as a test procedure was Carl Jung. Jung selected one hundred stimulus 'WOrds 
to represent common "emotional complexes." The responses were analyzed with 
reterence to reaction time and content, the latter being grouped according 
to the general character ot the association, such as contrast, supraordinate, 
sound association, and the like. Overt expressions ot emotional tension. 
were also noted. '!he test was administered twice, one right after the ot}:ler. 
'!he individual was instructed to try to recall the original responses. 
Changes in response words and other teatures ot the person's retest behavior 
were considered to be diagnO'stically important. Jung telt that his associa-
tion method distingui~hed emotional processes and not just certain 
t!t:Hrmmsrrp' '2 'urers> .7 OW,t It 
4 
intellectual t,-p8S (Jung, 1910).' 
Although Jung reportedly states that it is sometimes possible to read 
the most intimate complexes from the results of the experiment without any 
previous knowledge of the subj~ct, he did little to quantity the scoring of 
his test, and so prevented othere from understanding how he arr1 ved at his 
conclusions or how theY' might duplicate or attain his results. 
One other conspicuous role played by Jung and his writings ,of the free 
association-technique was his earlY' attelllph to identifY' three clinicall,. 
observable types or abnormal behavior on the basis of test protocols. He 
listed: 1j an objective type with undisturbed reaction, 2) a complex type 
\'" 
with many disturbances in the experiment occasioned by the constellation of 
a complex, and 3) a det1n1tion t)'P8 whose reaction always gives rise to an 
explanation of the content of the stimulus word. This last group ~s brol:en 
down still turther into what appeared to be 1) a definition type in which 
the intellectual significance or the stimulus word was rendered prominent, 
and 2) a predictive t,-pe in which the emotional significance ot the word to 
the subject was the main theme. 
A d1fferent and more objective word association test vas developed at 
about the same time Jung first pIlbl1shed his experiences with, and thoughts 
on, the free aSloCiation test. Designed principallY' &S a payehiatric screen-
ing instrument, the Kent-Roaanotf Free Association Test (1910) utilized 
completely objective scoring and statistical norms. The stimulus words 
consisted of one hundred common, neutral words chosen because theY" tend to 
evoke similar associations from people in general. A set of frequency tables 
\ 
I 
, 
, , 
'was prepared, one for eachst1muJ.us word, sh01d.ng the num1:MJr ot times each 
response was given in a standardization sampleot one thousand normal adults. , 
In scoring the test, the median frequencY' value of the responses which 
the subject gave to the stimulus words was used as an "index ot common-
ality." Any responses not found in the normative tables were designated as 
idiosyncratic. Comparisons of two hundred fort~seven psychotic adults 
with the one thousand normals suggested that the psychotics give more idio-
syncratic responses and obtain a lower index of communality than the normals. 
The test teU into disuse with the?, realization that the trequencY' or ill-' 
terent responses was intluenced and altered b7 ~ other' factors'. As 
originally conce1 ved and. carried out, the task of developing' new and more 
adequate norms was impossible, unless the test was standardized and used 
within a narrowly delimited population. 
In 1914, Samuel Kohs (1914) published his findings and 'conc1usions on 
free association techniques as a means of understanding mental processes. 
He delineated and defined manY' ot the factors, previously unaccounted for b7 
Kent and Rosanott in their list and work, which can and, do influence associa-
tions, such as age, sex, intelligence, emotion, attention, practise, and the 
like. In a further attempt to claritY' his data, Kohs went on to classity 
:the results into qualitative, quantitative, and phy'siological reactions. 
There were thirt7 qualitati ft factors listed and studied, among them vere 
such things as the content of the response itself, the manne~ in which given, 
, 
perseveration, symbolism, and so on. The quantitative factor was the react jon 
time; i. e., the time interval between the giving of the stimulus word and the 
pronouncing of the response. The physiological reactions were th~se detected 
II 
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and noticed either b)"t.he examiner visu.all,. or throUgh .th8 use of special. 
measuring instrutnents. 
• An earq, it not 'the first large sca~. standardization of a word asso-
ciation test on children was attempted by Woodrow and Lowell (1916) when the,. 
attempted to construct frequency tables for one hundred stimulus words using 
one thousand Minneapolis school children age~ nine to twelve years, as their 
subjects.. The,. found that the cb11dren's respOnses differed significantly 
from adults' with respect to trequenc,. of various associations in qualit,., 
form and quantit;y. Table 1 taken from Woodworth (1938) exempl.1ties some of 
the differences which existed between Woodrow and l.()well t II data on children 
and those on adults. W~odrow and !ewell conceptualized these differences in 
TABIE I 
A COMPARISON 01" CHIIDRm AND OF ADULTS 
ON A WORD ASSOCIATION TEST 
Stimulull Response 1000 1000 
Children Men 
table eat 358 63 
table c~r 4 274 
man work 8 17 
man woman 138 561 
soldier sailor 0 102 
sott pillow 138 42 
soft ha~ 27 ·548 
terms that are primaril;y semantic. Children supposedq give more contiguity 
i 
I 
, I 
; 
r 
I 
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, 
responses and more whole-part responses while adults give more coordinate, 
contrast, and sim1lar1ty responses. Theyaleo telt that:childrents responses 
• in associations are often phrase completions, i. e., words which trequently 
follow the stimulus. The associative responses of adults belong to the same 
part of speech as the stimulus word more often than those of children. 
Jung's earlier work _s a source ot further research and study tor Hull 
and Lugoff (1921). In an ettort to obt.aia more objective proof for or a-
gainst Jungt s method ot complex indicators, these authors studied the tree 
associations ot tifty men and tifty women trom various middle and upper class 
socio-economic groups of Chicago, Duluth, and Madison, using a slight modifi-
cation ot the Jung list. They devised a statistical formula (similar to 
Pearson's product moment coefficient of correlation) to get the coefficients 
of association. '!hey found that the following four indicators ot Jung were 
actually and significantly associated with complexes •. '!heS'e were 1) reaction 
time, 2) repetition, 3) assimilation, and 4) defective reproduction. 
Elonen and Woodrow (1928) continuing Woodrow's earlier interest and 
tindings in the free associations of children administered a word association 
test consisting ot ninety 1«>rds from the Kent-Rosanort test and ten words 
trom the Woodrow-!Qwell list to one, hundred sixt,-two children in the 'sixth 
grade. The scores, obt.ained trom using the Woodrow and Lowell trequency . 
tables, were correlated with a combined teachel'-principal rating or normality 
of behavior for· each ~ld. The authors obtained a R - .57 for pathological 
responses and teacheZO-;principal. ratings. Independent scoring ot pathological' 
responses resulted in an R =-.94, which led the authors to feel that the list 
. . 
fanct scores were reasonabq good at picking out pathology. \ 
.{. I ~ 
In an ettort to study the ettect of environment on the responses ot pre-
school children to a tree association test, Sundberg (19'1) took thirty boys 
, ~ . 
and thirty girls between the ages ot two and one halt and tive years and 
divided them into two groups ma.t~hed on the terms ot sex, age, IQ and occupa-
tional status ot their parents. The children were tested under two condi-
tions, one in a room with toys, the, other in a room without toys_ An ABBA. 
method of teiting was used to control any practise ettects. As the author 
telt, the room with toys gave associations with higher agreement and consist-
ency than the one without toys. It was also tound that the com-elation in-
creased with age~ From ~hi8 data it would appear that tor YOWlg children 
the environment Plays an important role in determining what they think and 
ultimately do. 
Another early st1l(fy on tree association tests was that· done by McGehee 
(193S) on elementary school children between the as's ot seven and ten years. 
Using titty subjects of each sex at thevariou8 age levels, he administered 
a tree association test. The results were evaluated and studied in terms of 
the preferred respon .. , 1. e., 'a response which occurred more than six ~s 
to any single stimulus word at any age level. These preterred responses 
were analyzed in terms of 1) community ot ideas as indicated by preterred 
responses; 2) percentage ot normal responses; ,3) occurrence ofpbrase and 
clause responses; 4) tailure to respond; 5) percentage ot individual respons-
I 
es. The test data indicated thi.t boys give a higher percent of preterred 
responses than girls. When sex ditterences were disregarded, there was an 
increase with age in the number ot preterred responses. Finalq, boys tended 
\ 
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~o give more multiple tlesponses. 
. , 
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. 'lbe free associatton technique as an important -and usretul clinical diag-
~ ~' ~ . ',: 
bostic tool was given a big boost by the work of Rapaporti Gill and Schafer 
(1946) at the Menninger Clinic. They developed a list of sixty words selec-
ted for their psychoanalytic significance. With this list the authors at-
tempted to aid in detecting impairment of thought processes and to suggest 
areas ofsigniticant internal conflicts; 
. 
Norms based on the responses obtained from a sample of one hundred 
fifty-one subjects, including psychotics, neurotics, and normals, were worked 
out and the most popular responses to each stimulus word listed. The test 
i was scored with reference to reaction time, changes in response during the 
reproduction" time, and popularity of responses. The responses were also 
examined with regard to a detailed list of associative disturbances, such as 
failure to respond, giving multiple word definitions, self-references, neo-
logisms and others. From their analysis of the data they concluded that the 
number ot poptlar responses tends to decrease as the severity of the illness 
increases. Increased reaction time, associative disturbances, and impaired 
reproductions increased the more ill the subject wa"s. Untortunate~ the 
small sample used in establishing their norms made their conclusions at best 
only tentative. 
In spite of the numerous problems encountered in developing satisfactory 
norms for association tests, Goodenough (1942) felt that some form of free 
". 
association offered one of the most promising approaches yet available for 
the study of personality. Darken (1956) used a subtest of the Verdum Projec-
tive Battery, the Conformity'Index, on two hundred ninety subjects ranging 
\ 
17' $' 
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}: in age from ten J8&rS ~o sevent,....n1ne )'8&Z'8 to st* the trequency of common 
J 
;, associations. A distinct rise and decline of common association was found 
1 • 
, to exist with the age, but not the sex of the subjects. A comparison of his 
data with that ot earlier investigat()rs impressed Dorken with the progressi'Y8 
~ increase in the percentage of connnon responses from 19l0lthZ-oo.gh 1956. He 
attributed the increase to the more rapid psycho-social development and to' 
the increase in group cormmmications found today. 
Opitz and Horn (1956) reported in a German journal devoted to Child 
Psychology and Psyehiatr,y on the modification ot a word association test tor 
children. 'lbe test, first published 1>7 Wilde in 1950, 'Was designed to give 
a picture of the pe1'"sona.l1ty clynamics, nshes, tensions, and the direction 
in which the child was headed. Standardization data was based on a sample 
of tour hundred fifty children and adolescents tested over a thirty-five 
year period. 
While interest in and research on word association tests have existed 
since they were first used 1>7 Galton, this present decade appears to have 
seen the birth of an intensive effort in this area, perhaps motivated by a 
desire to prove or disprove once and tor all that they are valid and play an 
important role in psychology. Some of the moat outstanding researchers in 
this area are Jenkins and Palermo. 
Jenkins (1959) studied the effect of the instruction to give "popular" 
responses on the word association test. Two groups of college students who 
, 
served as subjects were given the Kent-Rosanof'f Test under standard and 
"popular response set (tr,yto make the re~ponse most college stUdents would 
\. 
Ii ) 
.... .. ' ;. t 
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make)" conditions. Te,t periods were separated by qne moJth for one group 
land five minutes for the other. AU tests were sco~d by giving one point 
" . 
for each response shown as the most c,ommon in the Minnesota norms. The test 
results indicated that the "popular settt marke~ increases the number ot 
.,."-
top frequency responses. Intercorrelations of the test conditions (r. = .67) 
, 
suggest status on one test does not contribute to the score on the second. 
An item review of the results showed an increase tor eighty-nine words. The 
author concluded trom this work that the direction to give popular response 
does in£luence the test results. More common responses w.t.ll occur in "popu-
lar response set" conditions than in standard or tree association ones. 
In another study, ~ssell and Jenldns(1960) collected norms tor the 
Kent-Rosano.ff list using Schellenberg's method. , With six lnmdred male and 
tour hundred temale Universit7 ot Minnesota students as subjects they: studied 
the test data in the light ot tour major ideas about tree associations. They: 
concluded that 1) there is only: a partial con£irmation that there is a general 
tendency tor the popular responses to increase. with time; 2) words used a's 
responses to stimali tend to change slowly: but 'systematican,. over time With 
the highest ranldng response h&ving the highest stability:; 3) abstract re-
sponses to stimuli have tended to decrease in popularity:, and 4) the above 
listed changes that have occurred can be attributed to changes in test taking 
attitudes and to, changes in the meaning of particular stimuli over a period 
or time. 
" In the area of child word I1ssociation responses and behav:}..or, Jenkins 
and Palermo have made several studies. In terms of frequency of response to 
; a word association tes't, the Kent-Rosanott list, Palermo ~d Jenkins (1962) 
tind that there is no evidence to substantiate the hypothesis that children 
respond With tewer superordinate responses than adults. • On the basis of 
\ 
their sample (tive hundred tourth graders and one hundred adults) they con-
-
cluded that while superordinate responses may ,be more abstract tor adults 
than some types ot responses t,or children, they are not given 1Ilore trequently 
as associates bT adults than children. In a later somewhat silDilar studi 
Palermo and 'Jenkins (1963) deal specitically with the trequency ot super-
ordinate responses and tind that these ,do increase up to the sixlih grade, rut 
. , 
then decline steadilyatter that point to a low level among college stUdents. 
They question whether the dimension ot concrete to abstract adequately de-
scribes the tull range ot the developmental sequence. They tail to otter any 
real alternate explanation tor the changes toward more superordinate responses 
which do occur up to the sixth grade level. 
One ot the most recent works by Palermo and Jenkins (1964) has been an 
attempt to develop a set ot norms tor a word association test. In the intro-
duction the authors imply that because ot the complexities ot the adult mind, 
an understanding ot the technique is to be tound only' through more intensive 
and planned studies of children and, adolescents. They administered two 
hundred words, one hundred words trom the Kent-Rosanott list and one hundred 
others, to 250 males and 250 temales trom the tourth through the twelveth 
grades in the Minneapolis area. The tourth grade was used as a base since 
they telt that children below tld.. level, particularq in the lower 8oci<>-
; economic neighborhood schools would not be able to complete the task as 
.,. 
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presented in written torm. The authors intend to use these noZ'lJlS &S a 'basi, 
tor more research~ 
• 
Other. investigators besides the. people in Minnesota have sho1G'1 interest 
in the word association technique. Carroll, Kjeldergaard, and Carton (1962) 
did a study aimed at devising a classification scheme tor the Kent-Rosanott 
list behaviorallY' by instructing the subject~ to respond with an opposite to 
anY' stimulus 'NOrd which seemed amenable to opposition. The resulting scoring 
i": ... , sY'stem was then used in the eal1sis of Plbl1shed norms and ot new associa-
tion data gathered in the usual manner. Their results showed that a large 
component of what was reterred to as communalitY' or response to the Kent-
Rosanott list is based on the response to a relativelY' small subset of stimuli 
, 
which can be identified behaviorally and which are called opposite evoking . 
stimuli (OES). The authors teel that a score based on the number ot opposites 
g1 van to the OES is more reliable than one based on the prilll&17' response to 
the seventy-two non-OES or on the communalitY' score. There appear to be pat-
tems ot individual difterences between responses to opposite evoking stimuli 
and non-opposite evoking stimuli. 
Ervin (1961) gave children in kindergarten (N = 23), first (N = 10), 
third (N = .52), and sixth grades (N • ,99) a tree and two choice associative 
test. She tound that there was a sign1t1cant increase with age in the pr0-
portion or paradigmatic responses, i. e., responses in the SaIDS class as the 
stimulus word, with an earlier increase in words occurring more otten in the 
, 
tinal positions in t~e sentence' than in the medial positions. Clang associa-
tions diminished in trequencY' with age. This was interpreted as supporting I: 
" . 
: , \ 
I a theo17 ot associaticins based on training bT torward contigu1t7 in speech. 
~ , , 
Entwistle and Forsyth (1963) collected word associations to stimuli or 
• 
various torm.-classes using filth grade children, matched on intelligence, 
sex, and social status, as subjects. The test was administered under two C<Jl-
ditions; individual oral (10) and group written (aw). In forty-three ot the 
torty-eight possible comparisons, communality was greater under htdividual 
oral conditions. The authors teel that the excess communality under 10 con-
ditions represents an interaction between status and admihistration. It 
resembled the interaction between the need tor social approval and instruc-
tional sets tound in adults. 
Rosenzwieg and Mena:hem (1962) report on a study they did in Wich they 
evaluated the role ot, age, sex, and level ot instruction in word associations. 
They concluded trom their research that responses to words bT similar parts 
at speech increase with school grade and with educational level, but show no 
sex ditferences either among children or adults. 
Mermelstein (1964) investigated whether certain indefinite numerative 
adjectives such as bigger, more, etc., have a meaning that is signiticantly 
, .. 
dilterent trom the meaning they have tor adults. Comparing the results ob-
tained on one hundred tifty children and seventy-ti ve college students he 
tound that significant ditterences existed between the meanings these words 
have tor adults and children. Children tend to attach more extreme values to 
individual',words when no restrictions are imposed. The author concluded that 
'. 
authors at texts and teachers should avoid indefinite numeratire adjectives 
whenever possible. 
\. 
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In addition to these studies on tree associatiOn techniques there are 
. the man7 studies and wbrk that have developed and resulted. trom the work of 
., 
Snider (1954) and continued by Herr (1957) on the Loyola language Study • 
. '!he Loyola language Study isa form. ot controlled association test. It 
differs from others in the fact that the subject is required to act different-
ly than he WOtlld in a free association test •. He is asked to give the word he 
thinks most people WOtlld respond with, when confronted by the present stimu-
lus. . The notion that the first thing that comes to mind should be given is 
not even suggested •. '!here is no time limit to the test. It can be adminis-
tered individually or in groups of twenty t6 thirty normals. 
Since the Loyola language study was first conceived and begun by Snider 
and Johnson in 1950 at the Boston State Hospital, it has been further stand-
ardized and refined. Studying the role of such factors as age, sex, and 
education on the Loyo1.& Ian~ge Stu~y, Stanek (1956) administered the test 
to four hundred males and four hundred females or the Chicago metropolitan 
are~. The subjects ranged in age from nineteen to fifty-four years and in 
educational levels from sixth grade through college and beyond. The test data 
indicated that age bears an inverse relationship to the Loyola' language StudJ" 
test score; the younger adult being more able to attain cormmmal1t)" of thought 
than the older adult. Females obtained a higher score than males. F'inally, 
education bears a constant relationship to test scores. The better educated 
a person is, the more likely tor him to give a greater number or common re-
I. 
sponses. 
In an etfort. to expand the usefulness at- the loyOla language Study and 
\ 
16 
to further refine and check scoring. techniques, Guppy (1959) restandardized 
the test on a group ot tour hundred men and tour hundred women in Seattle, 
Washington. He found that wbenstandard scores are comPuted for the re-
sponses, the C~cago and Seattle groups are essentialJ..,- the same. Arrr ob-
. _. 
tained difterences in the standard scores can reasonably be attril::Qted to 
chance variations in the stratified samples on which the two standardizations 
of the Loyola language study were based. 
In an article on the Loyola- Ianguage study by Herr (1957) the test was 
shown to be able to distinguish si¢ticantly between normal and schizo-
phrenics :tJaing three d;tterentlhethods ot scoring response· cOlDlDlUJ&lities. 
Herr pertormed an item analysis of the words to determine which ones contrib--
uted most in distinguishing the groups. For each sex and each of two geo-
graphical regions (Chicago and Boston), twenty-five words were identified. 
This shortened·test increased the overall screening efficiency ot the test. 
The validity of this shortened ~orm ot the test was tested in three 
ways. 1) An index of screening etticiency was compated tor the total scores 
by subtracting the proportion of normals incorrectly identified trom the 
proportion of patients ~,correctly identified. They ranged from .64 to .71 tor 
male and t~male subjects respectively. 2) Phi coefficients tor each or the 
twenty-tive 'WOrds were compl1ted and. converted into product-moment coefticients, 
on the assumption ot continuity between normals and patients on col1JD1Ul'1&l.ity of 
thought. The median coetficients ranged trom .45 to .68. 3) The ratings. 
of psychologists on titty Boston temale patients were correlated w1 th the 
scores on the shortened test. The product-moment coefficient ot correlation 
between the two was .48, which is significant beyond the .01 level ot 
\ 
.. 
. " ~ 
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contidence. 
Reliability for th~ ~;yOla Language Study was esti~ted using the 
. . ., ' 
Spearman-Brown fonnula, or split-halt method and ranged from .BB to .94 with 
a median of .92. The test-retest method for the eighty words was .49 and 
for the shortened form, .55. The correlation between the variOus scoring 
methods ranged from .93 to .96. , 
Even (~958), Trainor (1957) and Rumann (1960) have studied ditferences 
between free and controlled associations on the Loyola Ia~gua~e Study at the 
college, high school, and- elementary levels respectivelj'. Each author· 
reached the same general conclusions: . there. are definite and significant 
. ' . 
. I' . differences at.all three age levels between the two types of administration 
of this test. 
In a ~rk done by Becker (1962) on the ability of the Loyola Language 
Study to measure the awarene~s of social norms or the typical response of a 
large group, it was found that the ~est failed' to be signiticant~ valid in 
this work. While the ~yola language: Study did appear to measure a real 
similarity to the group in word association, there was probab~ some other 
factor skill operating in the test, since the ability to score high involves 
more than just being similar to the group. Becker concludes that it appears 
~ 
that responses on the Loyola Language Study are a mixture ot free and con-
trolled associations occurring in different proportions in each subject. 
While the Loyola language Study bas been the object or numerous studies, 
ranging from. such broad and diverse topics and areas as schizophrenia (Del 
Vecchio, 1957) to an investigation of the influence or occupations on the 
JEd" bhf'd .rtrt'Z1Z tSfr en"i+t§:±reh " , , t'h tr mc .. ?s!ir.ridtsSttt 5 S',"'19iiifnm'imm*Pi,;;r;;;,; 
test (Dinello, 1958), from a Multiple choice version or the test (Braun, 
'-963) to its use with religious (Logsdon, 1961.), it has not been brought 
.f • 
1 
~own to the level of o~. used on elementary school age chi1f1ren. Aside 
i 
~rom this writer's earlfier work .(!Qlmann, 1960) no one has ~t-tempted to develop 
)' 
'norms with children, sd'that it could be used by the chilcf-cliirl.c~l psycholo-
gist. The purpose of this study, then, is to ehange. this dt~tion and to 
present noms for children. In addition, a study of this nature at this 
level offers an opportunity to consider some of the . qualitative and behavioral 
, 
featUres of children's responses on this test • 
. ' 
I, 
, 
t 
I, ' 
CHAPTER UI 
PROCEDURE 
.--
'!he Loyola Ianguage study was administered to children in the third 
through eighth grades in the Chicago metropolitan area. In addition to 
using children in the city itself, subjects were obtained from the sublrbs 
of Tinley Park,. Worth and Des Plaines, Illinois., The schools within the 
city and the suburbs were selected so as to minimize the ettect ot any possi-
ble local neighborhood or geographical biases and idiosyncracies from unduly 
distorting or altering the data. Subjects trom both public and parochial 
schools were inclUded in the sampling. 
In gathering the data, the school personnel were asked to give as sul>-
jects those classes which they felt were representative or'typical for the 
grade level and the locale. This request was prompted by a desire to avoid 
getting either exceptionally good, above-average classes or their opposite 
in excessive numbers. Since some otthe schools included in the study use 
a "track system, tt this request was necess&17 in order to 'obtain the average 
, 
group tor the school. Classes used were selected on the ,basis or their 
conta1h1ng a typical representation of the child popllation in the Chicago 
metropol1 tan area. 
The subjects were tested in two sessions. During the first session 
'. 
they were given the first thirty-eight lOrdS to answe~. In the second 
19 
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session, the tollowing day, the children completed answering the remaird.ng 
torty-two words. While there were no time limits to the t.est as such, the 
• two sessions were kept to a maximum ot. torty-tive minutes each. Children who 
tinished bet ore this, and most did, turned in the booklets and did class work 
.--
the remainder ot the time. The tollowing directions, as printed on the tirst 
page of the test booklet, were read aloud to the class before beginning the 
test proper., 
"When pe"ople see or hear a word, they otten think ot another word. It 
you say the word, Sterli, mos,t people would think ot tlower. Some, but not 
the greatest number, might think ot ~, Grall, Stop, and so t~rth. 
tlThis study wants to ;tind out what word you think the grealest number 
ot Deople would be most likely to think ot when they see or hear each or the 
words on the next two pages. 
"Please wri to next to each or the words the one E!:Sl which you think 
the greatest number 9! people would be most likely to think ot when the,. see 
or hear the word in the list. Take as moh time as you need to think about 
the word which seems to you to 'go along' with each printed word. Then 
ohoose t~e one l!2IS. which you think the greatest number 9l.. people would be , 
most likely to think or when they see or hear the given ,word. Write the Ja! 
J!S?tSi which fau choose beside the printed word. Do not sldp an)" word. 
"Remember, you are not asked to write down just an;r word that comes to 
your mind. Yau should write down the one word which you thiiUc the matest 
, 
number !2l people would be most llkely to think of." 
A copy ot the test and directions can be tound in Appendix II. 
The test was superv1s~d by' the test administrator and the classroom 
teacher, to prevent copying by the subjects. The subjects were not permitted 
• 
to ask questions once the test was started. The class was told before the 
test began that they should use phonetic spellings it they were not certain 
.--
of the correct spelling of their answer. 
No help was given during the test because the examiner wished to see how 
well the subjects at each grade level could do on their own and what the un-
assisted group norms would be. 
Third grade was used as a base in this study at the advice and suggestion 
of the school personnel. It was the general opinion of the school staffs 
that children below the third grade could not handle the test in the group 
written form. Their recommendations were in approximate agreement with the 
findings and experience or Palermo and Jenkins (1964) who found they could 
not go below a tourth grade level on their test without obtaining too many 
incomplete records. The lower socio-economic group included in their study 
contained too many culturally and educationally deprived children who WOUld' 
not have been equipped in the reading and writ.ing skills necess&r)" to ac-
complish the task on a group level. A check ot Rinslandts work (1945) indi-
cated that the words contained in the test were 'Within the basic voeabul.a17 
ot elementary school children. 
All or the children used in this sampling were tested during the month 
ot January. in order to keep the reading and academic skills equal tor all 
'. 
and to obtain an approximate mid-grade skill level. Possible seasonal 
environmental effects were held constant in this way also. 
\ 
" 
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l' Inconformity with the standardization directions or ~her examiners 
(Guppy, 1959) for tallying response frequencies the following rules were 
• followed: 
1) If the sti!l1\1lus word was repeated, the response was counted or con-
.. -
sidered ~he same as if the subject had left the space llD&nswered; 
2) Plural nouns were considered the same ,,:S the singular form of the 
word, except where a different spelling in the root or stem of the word was 
concerned, e. g., foot and feet were not considered to be the same; 
. 
3) Verb tenses and voice changes were considered to 'be ~ssent1ally 
different from 'one another; 
4) Responses that co~.ld be looked on either as nouns or verbs, e. g., 
walks, drinks were considered to be nouns; 
5) Multiple word responses were considered to be unscorable, with these 
exceptions, 
a) C01l1monly accept,ed or used abbreveation or el)mbt"ation~,. as U. S. 
or corn-beef. 
b) Whe~ the first word was a repetition of the stimnlus and the, 
second was different, the second was counted as the response. 
c) When the doubled response consisted of two alternat~ve8, sepa-
rated by a comma, the second word was counted. This was done on the assump- . 
tion that it represented the last thinking of the subject as to what he con-
sidered to be the one word that most people 'WOuld be likel)- to think ot when 
they see or hear the word. 
d) When the doubled response consisted of two alternatives, one, of 
! I 
8; . nt's "S nne tt t w'S'Ut5t eaVi> 7= ' tift'".' r XU? "h'.vms 5 nEt'S :·#dOW.OiS bt"nt,· 
~ch was in parenthesis, the second alternate was oount,d., 
e) When the article, definite or indefinite preceded the response, 
• it was ignored and the word was considered to be a noun. 
f) When the two responses were clearly not alternates arid not 
.'-
separated b.Y a comma, and when neither was in parenthesis, neither response 
was counted. 
6) When the subject's handwriting could not be read, the response was 
considered as Unscorable. 
In developing the norms onl1' booklets were used which had all eighty 
items 8corabl. according to the scoring directions set down. It was telt 
that a minimum otone hundred boys and one hundred girls at each grade level 
would be necessary for a representative sample of the grade level. Because 
there were many booklets that did not meet the scoring standards, at least 
it the test was to be kept at a group level without any individual question-
ing, it was necessary to test more than one hundred bore:: ~..nd one hundred 
girls at each grade level. 
In the development of norms, the familiar method of Z scaling was used 
80 as to give a spread ot values from low to high tor each possible response 
" 
It states thatcr-: ~V N ~fd2...(£fd)~ 
For our work the interval was considered to equal one and N to equal' (00. 
Tb~ d scale was obtained b.Y multi plying each X (the square root of the fre.: 
, 
quency) by two and rounding off downward to the nearest whole number. This 
\ 
tormula permitted the author to deal with relatively small numbers in c01llpU~ 
tations. In ord~r to eliminate decimals, each score, atter being divided b.r 
• 
the standard deviation was multiplied by ten. Finall1', a constant ot minus 
twenty (-20) was added to each of the Z scores. This resulted in all posi-
.--
tive numbers. The lowest final score represents the response which has the' 
greatest raw score frequency. This method was chosen also' because a'nong 
other things, it gives weight to extremes and it is more stable from the 
. sampling viewpoint. 
In addition to establishing norms tor this sample population, some com-
ments are offered about the quality and nature of the responses as well as' 
booklets that had to be r&jected in the tinal scoring. 
. . 
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CHAPl'ER IV 
ANALYSIS AND mSCUSSION 
The primary goal of this project, as it was conceived and proposed, "Was 
to develop norms for elementary school children from third grade through 
eighth grade, on the Loyola Language Study. These norms are contained in 
Appendix I. In this section (Appendix I) are to be found the total number 
ot re'sponses, the type of responses, and the Z scores for each of the re-
sponses to the eighty test words. To limit a study ot this nature solely 
to a development of norms; would be a great waste of important da.ta and infor-
mation. While the overall Z scores afford us with the vaulable and necessary 
nofMS tor future studies and comparisons, they really do not indicate what 
occurred both between and within the various grade levels. Looking at the 
end result, the Z score, is like looking at any tinished product. While the 
end goal is important, in psycho1ogy' which has been defined as the study of 
human behavior, it is often just as important to stud7 the composition of 
the end result. With this idea'in mind we would now like to present some of 
the other point. of value from this stud7 on children's controlled & •• ooia-
tions. 
One ot the first points to be considered is the problem or booklets 
rejected because they did not meet the scoring standards as original.l.y set up. 
I 
In order to obtain a sample ot One hundred boys and one hundred girls it was 
25 
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llecessary to test one h~dred twenty-five boys and o~e h~dred thirty-three 
tirls at the third grade level, one hundred thirty-three b6YS and one hundred 
• 
twenty-tour girls at the fourth grade .level, one hundred thirty-six boys 
and one hundred thirty-three girls at the fifth grade level, one hundred 
,0'-
twelve boys and one hundred twent1-seven girls at the sixth grade, one hun-
dred fifteen boys and one hundred twelve girls ,at the seventh grade, and one 
hundred twelve b01S and one hundred ten girls at the eighth grade. This 
indicates a greater likelihood ot encountering unacceptable booklets below 
the sixth grade level than above. There is no consistent reduction in the 
number of unacceptable records, but onl1 a trend toward better test perform-
ance at the higher levels.. Again, just considering the total number of book-
lets rejected misses an important point, namely the possible presence of a 
trend to omissions or such occurring on certain words. While omissions could 
and did occur in general on almost any words, there were a greater number of 
omiS'Sions on the possibly more abstract and/or emott-, c.~ ., _ . . :~r, 'ged ","Ords of 
trouble (N • 53), wish (N = 35), and justice (N = 27) •. To omit an answer 
to one of these words would not seem to be as indicative ot a problem, as to 
omit an answer to such a word as carpet, a word that showed not ~ a high 
degree of agreement on one response (rug, N = 420, N = 424), but was given 
, , 
some' answer by' ever,-one tested. At this point it seems necessary to state 
that some type of inquiry tollowingthe test administration is very important. 
The reasons for a child's failure to respond can result trom a number ot very 
different and lmconnected reasons, such as, an inabilit1 to read the stimulus 
word, a tear ot misspelling the response, or an area ot personal concern 
activated by' the stimu.lus word. The tinal interpretation ot the personality 
dynamics maT rest as muc~ in !mowing not onl7. what the indi ridual did on the 
test in his overall performance, as in his tailure to respond at all or to 
~spond with some highltindi vidual an~/ or personal response. More research 
in the area of incomplete record books seems both desirable and necessary. 
,.- :1, 
The failure to respond to certain words in this study may be the result of 
the sample used. As near as can be judged trom a perusal ot the literature 
onlT one author (McGehee, 1938) seems to have mentioned anything about 
omissions. HEi limited himself, though, to listing the percent ot tailure to 
respond. He did not carry it any further. 
Another area that warrants some discussion is that of the singleton or 
individual responses. Table II presents the singletons divided into three 
groups; third through fifth grades, sixth through eighth, and the total group 
singletons. 'lhese- are further divided between sexes. An exatDination ot this 
table shows that tor most words there is a gradual decrease in the number of 
singleton responses. 'lbe boys show a reversal r;.f' t.1s:!., , h.~· ~hl"l following 
words: afraid, joy, river, trouble, stre~t and child. The girls show an 
increase in singletons with age or grade level on seven words: butterfly, 
anger, afraid, dark, joy, window' and trouble. The words, afraid, JOT, and 
trouble are evidentlT associated with more difterent experiences and ideas 
tor both older boys and girls than tor younger boys and girls. One possible 
explanation tor this might be that as a child grows older, more and varied 
experiences become associated with these wo~s of feeling or emotion. It 
I 
becomes more difticult to hit on the one word that is most commonly associated 
with the stimulus word. These three words could serve as rather important 
, 
. 
" 
" . 28, 
diagnost~c clues of the individual's experiences and/or feelings, since 
as they grow older, children appear to divorce their feelings or experiences 
, 
from the stimulus word and so they give more personal res~onses. 
TABLE II 
, ...... 
SINGLE'roN RESPONSES ON THE u.s 
FOR OOYS AND GIRIS 
Stimulus Grades' Grades Total 
3 to 5 6 to 8 Group , 
B G B G B G 
,. 
soldier 37 22 26 31 17 18 
hungry 20 11 11 9 14 13 
butterfly 22 18 17 22 16 16 
long 76 54 42 50 46 37 
head 31 39 29 27 25 27 
, " 
anger Sl 31 32 38 33 33 
afraid 29 26 32 31 27 21 
fruit 29 23 20 21 25 13 
dark 28 21 19 23 23 18 
red 37 41 27 29 20 15 
, loud 32 36 28 26 30 30 . 
bath 19 19 12 19 16 13 
eating 35 42 35 36 26 26 
, 
joy 28 23 29 25 19 19 
rough 57 47 39 36 47 35 
(Table continued on next page.) 
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" ~ TABlE II-CONTINUED , ) 
~ 
Stimulus Grades Grades • Total 
3 to 5 6 to 8 Group 
B G.- B G B G 
~ heavy 37 42 Zl 40 25 25 
high 45 47 33' 36 38 18 
'1rI'hite 39 47 
. 
29 39 33 29 
command 61 55 35 44 40 42 
sour 58 47 33 17 43 29 
king' 43 48 40 35 25 32 
deep . 41 42 22 30 23 22 
sleep 33 32 24 19 24 14 
black 33 43 25 25 2l 28 
hammer 27 28 20 17 17 20 
table 41 34 31 19 i 29 20 
thirst,. 27 22 15 13 18 2Q 
qUiet 62 SO 33 3S 47 38 
hard .46 53 33 32 3S 34 
blue 56 '29 33 29 27 17 
sweet 44 42 29 27 25 25 
sto1l/lch 63 51 33 25 40 28 
working 65 ,.62 44 40 47 42 
comfort 64 82 41 42· 44 43 
soft 38 36 25 29 38 20 
(TIl bIt!! (!m\,tinUftd nn nflrl.. 1l!.ft! ) 
T :. ~ 
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TqI.Z II-CONTINUED 
, 
;: 
" 
~ 
~, • Stimulus ~ , Grades Grades Total 
,: 3 to 5 6 to 8 Group 
B ,0 B G B G 
short. 52 48 34 32 40 2S 
beautiful 51 46 35 38 34 . 37 
cold 25 24 IS IS 14 16 
1Cbiskey 42 35 23 21 40 24 
;yell01l, S5 64 29 47 34 ,8 
window 31 29 23 39 ·18 21 
scisl!!lors· 41 41 17 21 42 36 
foot 34 34 14 12 18 20 
doctor 43 44 29 33 37 24 
wish 52 40 41 24- 40 26 
house 57 58 35 36 ~". ~1 36 
"" 
justice 39 59 ,2 ,6 '1 44 
river Z7 . 34 37 26 29 20 
a1ckness 47 '3 ,1 26 25 21 
mountain 39 ,7 38 36 29 25 
stove· 31 24 13 19 19 13 
girl 33 26 27 15 . 25 17 
salt 43 138 21 18 23 22 
man 44 40 34 25 29 26 
.. 
cheese 42 35 21 27 23 20 ~ , 
(Table c~ntinued on next. mare ), 
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~ TABlE II-CONTINUED 
c' 
,I 
.. 
StImulus Grades Grades Total 
3 to 5 6 to 8 Group 
B I,a B G B G 
bahT 46 44 49 31 26 25 
moon 36 34 31 2S 23 ~ 
spid:er 57 50 31 25 41 39 
bread 42 36 27 32 16 2& 
lrdliet1e 65 57 40 43 35 37 
--
carpet 40 37 22 2J )0 29 
. 
needle 24 17 13 12 19 8 
hand 47 53 39 25 33 29 
thief 32 43 27 20 26 34 
dream ' - 50 27 29 33 36 '25 ., 
trouble 7'7 66 84 73 76 59 
religion ' 62 56 ',.;> 28, 26 51 41 
.etreat 36 ,39 ,49 34 II' 26 18 
health ".., . '."'" 'I70 55 , " ,"', i 46 44· 43 4' ," 
ocean 24 29 2J 23 12 19 
bed 44 38 31 26 17 19 
child 33 52 37 29 17 34 
tobacco 37 ,,37 13 16 30 31 
woman 33 37 '29 26 30 2l 
i, 
(Table continued OIl next page.) 
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TABlE lI-CON'l'INt1.ED 
, 
J" 
\ • 
Stimulus Grades Grades Total 
3 to 5 6 to 8 Group 
B G B G B G 
cabbage 38 37 16 22 22 19 
citizen 42 45 33 33 29 23 
earth 40 35 29 27 ~3 21 
lion 68 55 41 50 31 37 
bUtter 49 29 24 23 34 27 
, ' , " .. 
5,~ 62 51 56 44 53 ,~ ,< , music >, 
A review ot Table II indicates the range in the number of singletons to 
be found. TheT go trom. ,a low ot twelve tor the'1x>Y'S (stimulus: ocean) and 
eight tor the girls (stimulus: needle) to a hi,gh ot sevent;r~six tor the 1:>078 
and t;\tt;r-nine tor tqe girls (stimulus: trouble). Individual singleton re-
sponses, then, are more common to some words than to others. As with omis-
sions. an individual, unique response could mean more individualistic thinking 
it it occurred on one ot these low sing~eton response words than on higher 
ones. The type ot individual response ,in both these, cases would warrant 
turther analysis and consideration in understanding the .individual personal-
ity. 
On the basis o£ sex difterepces, the boys show a .lugher number ot single-
~ t ",' .,,,,~.'.. ,. ~ 
tons on twice as many words as the girls (boys, 49; girls, '24).· Depending 
on how one might wish to interpret this information, it ean be pro or con tor 
1 
, 1 
~ither sex. The lower Jlumber of singletons for the girls can indicate a 
.greater awareness on ttteir part as to the thoughts and. possib17 feelings of 
. . 
" .. 
their peers. This ability to find so~one else who has ,the same idea to a 
8timu.lus and to obtain a' greater degree of conformity in. th1nld.ng -7 bea 
>.~ ... -
part of the total feminine make-up and personality •. This. may be some con-
firmation for what is popularly referred to as "female intuition." 
The greater number of individual responses among boys could suggest 
more original o~ negativistic thinking on their part. It seems t-c show both 
greater social freedom and self-centered thinking. On the basis of their 
higher number ot singleton responses it might be said that the boys will tend 
to engage in more varied ;and individual behavior because they· are not as 
aware of .what or how others feel or think. A comparison of the two age 
groups indicates that the older boys are more in agreement with the older 
Sirl •• , 711e .greater rlumb8r of singletons are to be found in .the children., 
d',' , 
beloW' $1xth grade level. In a number ot case. the older bop have reversed 
the situation and show greater homogeneous thinldng than the girls. By 
sixth gade, the boys have become more settled and are on the way to adopt 
the "organization .man" behavior and thinking. 
In line with the changes. toward more abstract responses with . increasing 
age we also no1;.ice significant difterences between adult and c;:h1ldren' s 
responses at the low trequency end of the distribution -- notably the single-
tons. 
.. 
Youth tend to g1ve~ concrete rather than ab~~~.~ for example, 
~o the word 'afraid' they say 'frighten' au •. .L, ............ L.L 
'courage', 'coward', 'danger'. For 'butter.t17', youth 8&y'animal', 'collec-
tion', and adults sal" 'nature', 'spring'. For the stimlus 'red', youth 
• 8&y 'apple', 'orange', and adults sal" ,'anger', ',black', 'danger'. Youth also 
stress the active and egocentric notions more than do adults; for example, , 
for 'anger' youth say 'mean', 'furious' and adults say 'emotion', 'fury', 
'ire'. These differences tend to show up both in the free asso~tion tests 
, - . 
and in the controlled LIS fom of the test, making it clear that separate 
norms will have to be prepared for the adults as compared to the younger 
generation. 
From what has been said and from Ta~e II it is also clear that there 
are really two types of i~d:i:ddual responses. There is the one that is unique 
for the particular grade level and the other that is unique for the total 
population. A.s should be apparent, the latter is the more individual, unique 
wal" of reacting. Depending on the nature and t,-pe of response involved and 
with what stimnlus word it, occurs, one could have either a more disturbe~ 
individual or a more imaginative, possibly creative person. 
One area that seems worthy of further research and study is that of the 
individual response •. A certain 'combination or amount of unique th1nld.ng as 
revealed through singleton responses mal" be as indicative of good mental health 
as a high communality of thought is considered indicative of healthy adjus~ 
mente 
Omissions and singleton responses are not the o~ areas that are of 
value in understanding and evaluating behavior. ' The words with the greatest, 
" 
0, a large percentage 01 conformity or agreement are also important. They 
can be broken down into three different major groups; 1) words with a large 
'number on one single response at each grade level, 2) words with a gradual 
• 
increase in one single response; and 3) words with a gradual decrease in one 
single response. The interpretations that are possible are different in each 
ease. The first reveals a rather stable, almost universally agreeable condi-
tion, the second suggest..a. gradual growth, the, third, the opposite. A third 
grader who obtains a number of responses more commonly found in the group 
of tfgrowthtt words may possess more maturity,. or higher potential than some 
of his peers. In the opposite direction an eighth grader with many words 
that decrea~e with age or grade, might be socially, academically, or intel-
lectually retarded. Here,again, it seems that more research and experimenta-
tion is needed. A certain number Qr combination of these various words may 
reveal this to be true or only an artifact of the Particular population used 
in this project. 
Various authors have proposed different ideas as to how the responses 
become associated with the stimuli. Carroll, Kjeldergaard, and Carton (1962) 
had felt that much of the communality shown in word association tests ~s a 
product of choosing the opposite in meaning most frequently. According to 
Osgood (1953) the tendency to free associate direct opposites increases 
with age. Children favor similar, contextual responses. An analysis of the 
adjectives that could be answered by opposites, plus the nouns, 'white', 
'king', 'man', and 'wo!Ja.n', show a gradual increase with age in a response of 
the opposite kind. The exceptio~s were~oud', which evoked the response of 
'noise' as its largest single response, and 'beautiful', which had 'pretty' 
. .1,.,' 
\' 
~s its most common response. 'pretty' showed a decrease 'With age, but the 
i 
;Opposite ot 'beautitult~ did not make a comparable increase;. 
I 
• ! Also according to Osgood '(1953) all semantically determined responses 
are similar in some way to the stimulus word; similar in meaning (needle: _ 
pin, sharp), similar in context (needle: thread, sew) or similar in the sense 
of hierarchal relations (needle: steel, inst~ent). Of one thousand respons-
es on the Kent-Rosanort list, approximately nine hundred tiftyare semantical-
ly determined associations in -this sense. - A review or the responses contained 
in Appendix I supports to a degree that, similarity with the stitDlllus word in 
one ot the above listed ways, is involved in the vast majority or responses. 
'According to Osgood's explanation, the opposite or contrast responses 
are attributed not to semantic mediation but rather to overlearning of purely 
verbal habits in culture. The "light - dark" association is the product ot 
overlearning. Proot of this is said to be the, increase w.i.thage in the oppo-
site responses to' certain words. While the data on th"'l OPP'_ d,te evoking words 
as reported above supports 'this statement ot Osgood, I am not certain that 
I agree with the theory orfered in eXplanation. 'Ihereare many other words 
associated with these words that elicit opposite responses. Is light asso-
ciated with dark more often than with sun? More proof is needed through some 
type iot longitudinal study to answer this question and to show whether or not 
! . 
it is a case of overlearning the opposite to certain words. 
A caretul analysis of the various responses to the words contained in 
" 
the test raises some interesting questions and points of view. It is economi-
c~lly impossible within the scope of this project to consider all of them • 
. 
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l. would, however, like to e1ngle out & tew tnat etruck me .e unueual. The 
~rd, 'tobacco' is a.ssociated with 'pipe' by the girls more than by the boys. 
I \ < 
'. Girls, though, will proDably never smOke pipes, at least iiqt. 1t our society 
. " .. . 
continues with the same customs. While the word 'pipe' belongs to the same 
class or group as cigarette, its p~eponderance in terms ot occurrence might 
have relevance tor certain personality theories. Likewise, does the word 
'tobacco', tollowing the word 'child', activate such a tee ling ot castration 
anxiety that the girls overcompensate. by responding with a larger verbal 
phallic symbol than just 'cigarette' in more cases? More caretul, detailed 
stUdies into the types of responses are necessary. These stUdies 'Will require 
i further individual questioning 1,1180. The effect or the words on each other 
needs more attention ani study. 
Children's experiences with people or things at the various age levels 
, 
are often vividly revealed in their associations. The word 'doctor' elicited 
. . 
the response 'shot' considerably more in the third to fifth grade· level 
(N boys/girls. 24/35) than at the older age level (N boys/girls = 8/9). It 
seems that going to a doctor ultimately results in a shot more otten tor a' 
younger child than for an older 'one. The word 'anger' was linked 'With such 
emotions .s glad (N = 5) tor the girls and bapw (N = 9) tor the boys~ Are 
these merely opposite responses or indications ot how these subjects teel 
when angry? Their ocourrenoe at the lower ages and gradual decrease seem to 
argile against overlearning. 
questioning. 
The answer can only be learned by more individual 
I. 
One final area that' merits discussion and consideration as a projeot for 
\ 
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. . " '. . 
Au-ther study is the poosisible use of the Lo7ola ~ge Stp.dyas a screening 
;'. j , , . £ 
tStcbnique for chi~n - J..th central nervous system ~functtoning, particular-
. ~ 
11' in th~ area of verba ... 1. concepts. ~ng in thi~ area was stimulated by 
one subject in the sampol.e i who was about one or two words behi,Jld in respond-
.-
ing. It the responses could have been shifted up, this child's react~ons 
would have been more "n....ormal" than they were. ,Because there was no individual 
. . ."':It-
inquiry period tollowin . .J.g, it could not be determined exactly why or how this 
had happened.' A high c :orrelation on the verbal scales of either or both 
the Illinois Test Psych-.aollnguistic Ability and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale 
tor Children with the ~rtormance in terms of high agreement scores on the 
Loyola language Study c- oul.d make this test a very useful instI'Ulllent tor class-
room screening purposes :. 
" 
,. 
\ 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
"In terms ot its central relevance to general psychological theor;y and 
its potential applicability to complex social problems, no other area of 
experimental psychology so greatly demands attention as language behavior ••• 
, .-, " • '. ~ f'"~. 
and in the pat!t has receiVed so little" (OsgoOdl p. 727, 1953). In an ettort 
to accept this ch~llenge and t~ shed further light bn verbal assoeiationsand 
"' behavior, this dissertation has devoted itself to the study and ~valuation 
or a particular word assoc~tion test, the Loyola language Study, and to the 
establishment of norms for elementary school age children on it. 
.. 
The Loyola language Study, a controlled word association test _s admin-
istered to children in the third through the eighth grades in publJ.c and 
~ . 
parochial schools in the city of Chicago and suburbs ot Des Plaines, Wort~, 
and Tinley Park. The children were tested in their dlassrooms, as groups. 
There was no individual administration or follow-up. All chil.dreltwere tested 
in the middle or the school year, to keep class skills approximatelT equal. 
Using the tecbniqae of assigning Z scores, as developed b,y earlier examiners, 
norms were established on a sample population of one h1.Uldred boys and one 
hundred girls at each grade level. 
In addition to developing norms, an eftort was made to show what happened 
progressively w.i.thin and between ,the various grade 'levels. Failure and 
singleton responses were '. discussed in terms of how frequently th,y occurred 
39 
\ 
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ani! their pattem' an~ 1mJ>i,rtance. Omissions and 8ingletont general decrea.ed 
with age tor both sexes. Omissions and singletons were more likel:y to occur 
• 
with certain words. Further research ~ the study ot singleton responses was 
suggested as their number and presence could ~ as important in understanding 
.--
personalit:y dynamics as studying the' words or behavior on words with high 
agreement value. 
Words with large agreement were shown to belong to three cla~se8; 1) words 
with high agreement consistentl:y at each grade level, 2) words with high agree-
ment at lower levels. btlt decreasing with age or higher ~de level, 3) words 
with initialli rather low agreement scores at the lower level but increasing 
with age. In order to unde~stand better the individual's personality, more 
att-ention needs to be tocused on who gi'tes what high agreement-value word. 
~> . Ii * 
Ditterent and possib~ more accurate interpretations of personality and abili-
t:y can occur on the Lo70la language St~dy it some or these ruterenees in the 
, . . . 
composition or the high' agreement words are considered rather than just the 
overall score. 
I The influence or various experiences with people or things was shown to 
. , .. 
be revealed by the responses that are given to the test •. !he possibilit:y ot . 
.. 
using the Loyola language Study as a sc~ening device in the classroom tor 
children with language problems was suggested. Finally, the value and need 
to tollow-up this test, as any projective technique, with an individual 
\ . : 
inquiry period was repeated~ st~ssed. Just as the RorSChach technique in-
I. 
volves questioning after the initial free association peripd, so the Loyola 
Unguage Study demands some type of follow-up to remove any questions that can 
;,c 'I 
aqd do arise. 
,~ 
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APPENDIX .I 
NOmGFOR OOYS AND G!RLS 
GRADES THREE TO EIGHT 
, 
• 
" 
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NORMS ~R THE LIS FOR OOY8 AND GIRIs 
." 
sdldier ~; 
B G B G B G .. 
arnw 11 11 guard 34 military 38 33 
battle· 38 34 gun 32 29 navy 38 34 
boy 38 33 head .-- 38 officer 38 
brave 35 infantX7 38 rifle 38 
captain 35 lieutenant 35 sailor. 35 33 
ene~ 35 man 29 27 service 37 34 
fight 36 32 march 35 '30 tank 38 
tighter 34 34 marching 34 toy. 35 
lighting .36 33 marine 38 35 uniform 36 31 
general 38 35 men 37 33 war 21 20 
G. I. 38 
hungry 
B G B G B G 
appstite' 39 36 ; food 10 10 starvation 35 39 
country 37 39 full 34 37 starve 27 28 
eat 25 24 hunger 37 starved 25 2S 
eating 33 38 lunch 37 starving 2S 29 
famished 37. people 37 37 stomach· 37 38 
ted 39 poor 35 36 thirsty 31 37 
feed 37 
buttertlT 
B G B G B G 
animal 29 26 collection 37 moth 23 23 
ant 36 color 32 28 net 33 30 beaut1tul 28 26 colorful 35 30 prett,. 27 22 .. ~ut,. 37 32 llower 28 29' solt 37 bee. 32 lq 23 21 spring 36 30 
bird 27 27 lJ.,ing 33 32 Sl1IIIJl8r 35 30 bug . 27 26 high . 37 wing 28 24 
'bI1tter 35 31 insect. 4 8 . worm 37 
caterpillar 26 24- monarch 32 30 ::yellow 37 32 
cocoon 34 29 
'. 
- ,of.' 
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NORHS FOR THE LLS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
long .. 
B G B G B G 
big' 25 25 live 30 32· steep 31 
board 30 longer-
- 31 stem 33 
day 30 33 mile 28 32 stick 33 
deep 31 narrow 30 29 story 33 
distance 27 32' pencil 31 straight 30 32 ' 
distant 33 per1<Xl 31 street 33 
dress 32 pole 30 ~ 32 stretch 28 3l 
extension . 31 river 33 string 28 32 
tar 2l 26 road 30 32 tall 25 26 
tOrever 33 rope .'" 29 32 thin' 30 32 
grass 33 Nler 30 32 t1me 29 31 
hair 31 31 short g 9 track 31 
high 33 shot 31 trip 31 
hour 31 33 skinny 33 wait 31 32 
huge 30 33 ; slacks 33 walk 33 
inch 33 slender 31 way 33 journey 32 slim 31 wide 28 30 
la.rge 28 29 small 29 31 year 31 33 
length as 25 . snab 33 
head· 
. , B G B , G B G 
'. 
'. 
"eM' 2S 25 teet' 24 23 neck 2l '23 
ah~d . 25 tirst 24 nose 25 
arm 24 24 toot 23 22 people' 25 ball 25. tront 24 25 person 23 23 
betore 25 hair 
•• 
19 18 president 25 
beginning 25 25 hand 24 24 round 22 22· 
body 17 17 lead 2; shoulder 22 22 
boss 25 2S leader 22 23 skull 22 24 
brain 16 18 leg 25 smart 25 25 
ear 24 lettuce 25 25 tail 24 
end 25 long 25 think '23 21 
eye 22 22 man 25 toe 23 24 
race' 18 17 mind 24 24 top 22 23 
tear· 25 mouth 25 25 
I 
. 
> 
~ 1 
I 
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r NORMS toR THE LIS FOR· lOIS AND GIRtS 
r , 
anger 
G B G B G .. B 
angry 34 33 happiness 36 meanness 35 3,6 
argument· 35 happy 33 36 nice 34 
bad 35 35 hate .-- 32 35 person 36 
cross 35 35 hatred 34. 35 rage 33 34 
, destruction 35 heaven 35 36 sad 35 36 
discOurage 36 holler .36 sadriess 36 
disturb 35 jealousy 35 scared 35 36 
fear 34 35 joy 35 scream 36 
fight . 33 . 33 kind 35 36 shout 35 36 
fighting 35 mad 13 12 temper 31 31 
furious 35 36 madness 32 32 upset 35 
glad 35 man 35 yell 35 36 
God 35 mean "31 32 
afraid 
B G· B G B G 
alarm 36 fright 35 34 scared 12 12 
alone 36 frj,.ghten 29 28 scream 36 
brave 32 . 35 frightened 2S 25 shiver' 36 
bravery 36 ghost 36 36 shy 36 35 
chicken 33 36 hapPY' 35 spooJ.ty 36 
child 35 bih 6 strange 36 . g .3 
COlU"&ge 36 horror 36 terror 36 
cow.rd 35 36 lost· 36 timid 35 
cry 36 monster 35 tremble 36 
danger 35 35 mouse 36 trouble 36 
dark 33 33 nervous 36 unafraid 36 
fear 29 30 painc 36 very 36 
feared 35 run 34 war 36 
fearful 36 scare 34 35 worried 36 
fire . 36 , 
., 
fruit 1 ',,-
B G' B G B Q 
apple 10 9 good 32 32 pear 32 34 banana 32 29 grape 35 33 plant 34 
bowl 35 33 hungry 34 salad 35 
cake 35 juice 34 33 snack 34 
citrus , 33 31 juicY' 34 33 stand 34 
delicious 35 34 oran,$8 27 25 sweet 34 34 
dessert 33 orchard 32 tree 29 30 
eat 2S ~~ peach 33 32 vegetable 25 23 food 21) 
"" .. ' 
; i! 
.' ~ . , 
, 
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; NORMS: FOR THE LIS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS ; 
j 
dark 
, 
" 
" j 
't B G B G 
.. 
B G 
46 
. 
49 49 afraid dreary scare;y 
alley 46 evening 48 see 46 
black 17 19 fright- . 47 shadow 46 
blaclmess 48 gloomy 43 4S sld.il 49 
brown 47 hair 47 sky 46 48 
closet 49 light lS 17 sleep 49 
color 44 49 moon 47 'sPooky 46 
darlmess 46 . night 15 14 star 49" dim 48 room 45 
. 
48 white 46 49 
red 
B G B G B G 
apple 26 25 dark 35 33 orange 34 33 ball 35 34 ' dress 34 34 pink 34 black 33 33 tire 31 30 pretty 35 blazer 34 
. flag 34 32 :).;c 33 31 . rose blood 26 27 flower 35 34 scarlet 35 34 blue 22 22 gr,en 31 31 sea 35 bright ' 27 Z7 hair 
.., 
35 31 stop 32 34 
car 35 ,33 head 35 tomato 35 34 cardina~ 35 heart; 34 tulip' 34 
coat 34 34 hot 34 32 white 27 '29 
color 8 9 Indian '34 yelloW' 30 3l. 
colorful 34 light 33 32 , 
crayon 34 34 lip 34 
loud 
B G B G B G 
.. , 
. bang 34 39 hom 39 siren ' 33 blare 36 jet 37 solt 15 13 ' blaring 39 mouth 33 34 sound 29 34 boisterous 39 meic 39 speaker 39 
, bright, 37 noise 8 11 talk 34 34 
call 37 noisy 17 13 thDnder 37 38 
children 37 39 quiet 26 27 tremendous 39 
clear 37 37 radio 37 voice 29 33 
explosion 37 scream 25 26 whisper 36 harsh 37 screaming 36 39 yell 2S 30 
~ea.r 32 36 shout 21 19 yelling 37 high 37 38 . shrill 36 38 
holler 36 silence 37 
; 
, , 
~, l 
,:,. 
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i NORMS FOR THE US FOR BOYS . AND GIRlS > 
" 
" 
. t, 
~th , 
B G B G . '. B G ',. 
}i r I 46 towel 42 bathe :38 :38 room 42 
bathing 42 rug 
.-
- 4:3 tub 20 17 
bubble 44 40 . Saturday 46 wash 14 14 
clean 17 18 shower 26 28 washing 43 41 
cool 46 40 soap 3:3 31 water 11 12 
dirty 45 40 suds '41 wet 42 :39 
hot 41 swim 42 41 
eating . . ' , , 
B G B G B G 
appetite :3:3 :34 drinking 29 28 meal :31 :32 
apple 34 ' 34 eat 32 3:3 meat 33 33 
ate 29 30 enjoy :34 32 mouth :34 34 
bite 34 , enjoying 34 munch 34 
bread 34 . fat 34 munching :34 , 
breakfast :34 fed 34 playing 33 
candy 34 feed 34 restaurant 34 34 
chew 3:3 32 feeding :33 34 sandwich 34 34 
chewing 30 30 finished 34 sleeping 33 
consuming :34 food 10 10 snack 34 
dessert. :34 full :3:3 33 starve 34 
digesting :33 gobbling 34 steak 34 
dining 34 33 good 34 33 stuffing 34 
dinner 29 30 hmlger '34 supper 31 31 
done 34 hmlgry 23 23 swallo'Wing 34 
drink 34 lunch 32 32 tasting 33 34 
joy , 
B G • B G B G 
anger. 37 happiness 25 23 present 38 
attgl7 38 happy 11 12 sad 34· 37 
cheerful )8 joyful )8 sadne!Ss 38 
Christmas 37 37 laugh 36 34 Santa 38 
enjoy 36 37 laughter 36 35 shout 38 
excitement 38 like 38 smile 37 38 
feeling :38 merrY, 37 37 sorrow 34 35 
fun 24 28 name 38 toy 38 
gay 33 37 nice 38 wonderful 38 
glad 34 34 party 37 38 
gladness 38 :36 pleasure 38 
'. " 
. \ :, .. , 
" 
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NORMS FOR THE LIS FOR ro1S AND GIRLS 
rough • B G B G B G 
angry 28 gentle 34 rugged 22 27 
bad 33 girl ,-- 2S sandpaper 24- 2S 
bark 35 hand 29 35 scaley 28 34 
big 2S hard 9 9 scrateh 29 
boxing 29 harsh 27 30 scratchy 29 35 
boy 29 28 hurt . 28 35 sKin, 34 
bully 29 jagged 27 32 smooth 16 ~5 
b1,1IItp .28 33 liae 29 soft 26 28 
btllJlPY 16 19 man 29 34 stem 29 
cement, 29 mean 26 26 stone 29 35 
c~rse , 23 30 men 35 strong 26 34 
crude 29 niee 28 34 tough 12 12 
day 34 play, 28 34 uneven 27 33 dry 35 raw 35 wood 29 
easy 2S 33 road 2l 28 work 29 34 ' 
fight 24 31 rock 26 35 
gangster 34 . rocky 26 35 
h~aV7 ' 
B G B G B G 
big 2S 26 . gun 35 pound 33 33 
board 35 hard. 25 26 rock 34 35 
box 35 34 huge 34 34 steel 32 34 
brick 35 34 iron 34 34 stone 35 
burden 35 34 large 31 29 strength 35 
car 34 35 lead 31 34 strong 31 29 
carry 34 33 lift 30 31 thick 34 
cement 35 'light 9 9 thin 35 
,chubbT 34 load 24 23 tired 35 
dark 35 lot 3'5 ton 25 25 
elephant, 35 33 metal 35 truck 35 
fat 30 28 might 35 ' weight 13 15 
furniture 35 package. 35 weighty 35 
girl 35 person 35 work 34 
"."'IIiI •• IIIIIIIII~. lin' iII""~.iI •. tlll_" •• '. Ilnl lllliiil·.·II •••• 1I11IIIII1I·.11 Illii •••• ·r.~'~(,~~'" ' ...... -. ~ "'. '""'".',*,~lf';'!~ 
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NORMS FOR THE LIS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
high .. 
B G B G B G 
above 30 33 height 29 33 sky 23 26 
air 33 36 hill .-- 34 skyscraper 32 33 
airplane 30 33 puge 34 sma.ll 36 
altitude 29, 34 jump 37 steep 32 
big ~ 29 ladder 33 stor;y 34 
building 25 2S large . 33 sun 34 
cl.i.ft 36 length 34 37 tall 15 18 
cloud . 33 33 long 32 31 top 33 ~l far 30 33 lQw 7 9 tower 32 t17 37 mountain 25 27 tree 34 33 
flying 37 plane 33 37 up 22 24 
giant 33 reacb 37 way 36 
gigantic 34 school 32 37 wide 34 
giraffe ;7 short 32 
k 
white 
B G B G B G 
ambulance 36 dark 34 33 red 32 32 
angel 36 34 dress 31 sheet - 35 32 
black 9 8 ghost. 33 shirt 32 33 
blank 34 .. house 35 34 shoe 34 
blouse 33 11ght 25 23 skin 36 34 
blue 34 32 11ly 34 sky' . 36 33 
bright 33 33 man 33 snow 25 27 
clean 30 26 paint 36 snowy 31 
clear 35 30 pale 34 vell 34 
clothes 32 paper 34 29 wedding '5 32 
cloud 27 27 peop~e 34 winter 34 
color 16 16 pntt.y 36 33 yellow 34 
cr&y'Otl 33 pure 36 29 
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.;, . 
, 
command • 
B G B G B G 
army 24- instruct 29 33 rule 26 30 
ask 29 33 instruotion 33 ruler 33 
boss 26 31 king 29 29 said 29 
captain 26 33 law 33 say .27 
charge 28 32 lead 27 sentence 38 
chief 32 leader 27 sergeant 26 31 
commander 27 listen 33 shout 28 32 
'commandment 33 make 29 32 slave 29 
control 2S man 32 . soldier 26 30 
demand 26 28 master 28 33 statement 33 
direct 27 33 mean 32 strict 2S 
direction 29 men 33 teacher 33 
disob6y 29 33 'obey 24- 26 tell 20 26 
do 23 26 officer 22 2S told 27 32 
duty 32 often 29 war 29 
force 29 order 6 9 . wish 32 
general 25 30 permission 33 work 32 
go 32 . person 29 Word 33 
government 29 president 29 
head 28 32 . request 31 
sour 
B G B G B G 
apple 32 30 head 35 sick 35 
awful 30 hurt 27 27 sore 32 
bad' 29 28 icky 35 spoiled 29 29 
bitter 19 20 juice 31 stale 34-
candy 34- 31 kraut 31 . strong 35 
cheese 35 lemon U 12 sugar· 32 
cream 24- 23 mad 34- 31 sweet 9 10 
cut 31 30 milk 22 20 tart. '32 30 
eat 35 nice 32 . taste 26 28 
face 32 old 31 tasty 35 32 
fly 34- orange 34- 31 unsweet 33 31 
food 34- 30 pickle 30 untasty 35 
fruit 33 31: rotten 33 32 vinegar 33 31 
gopd 34- 32\ salt 35 whiskey 35 
grape 30 27 scratch 35 wine 35 
" 
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.. ~ 
'king l .. 
B ~ B G B G 
boss 34 head 30 32 order 34 
boss 31 35 high·· 34 ~ce 33 35 
castle 29 32 highness 35 power 34 
command 34 honor 35 president 31 
commander 33 34 John 34 prince 32 33 
country 34 34 kingdom 34 34 que,en 10 11 
crown 30 29 knight 34 rich 33 33 
emperor 33 34 Kong 34 . ring 35 
empire 35 leader 31 32 royal 33 32 
empress 35 majesty 32 32 royalty 34 34 
England 33 34 man 32 33 rule 33 34 general 34 master 33 35 ruler 18 22 
George 33 monarch 34 35 sire 35 
God 33 , noble 35 size 34 great 34 34 old 34 throne 31 32 
deep , 
B G B G B G 
below 30 27 tlat 30 shallow 14 16 big 34 30 ground 2S sink 29 b9ttomless 36 height 35 . sleep 32. 2S 
eanyon 28 bigh 33 21 slope 30 
color 30 hole 11 13 small 35 dark 31 26 lake 35 2S snow 27 depth 29 27 large 35 29 steep 31 24 dig 28 long 32 27 thick 30 dirt 36 low 23 17 tunnel 30 ditch 29 mine 36 under· 33 29 down 11 16 . ocean 24 23 valleY' 35 2S drop 36 p11; 30 2S water 20 20 
tar 27 24 river 2S well 30 26 
·tathom 36 sea 24 23 
, .... y.,. 
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. 
sleep 
B G B G • B G 
asleep 36 39 eyes 39 $leew 39 
awake 17 19 fast •.. 39 slept, 38 
baby 39 lay 37 36 slum.ber 32 36 
bed 7 8 lazy 37 snore 30 31 
bedtime 38 39 nap 29 31 snoring' 37 39 
close 38 39 night 18 24 sound 37 38 
comtort 37 pillow 37 39 soundly '.y 38 
comfortable 38 quiet 36 39 tire :3S 
dark . 39 relax 39 tired 17 17 
dead 3S rest 20' 19 up 38 
deep 37 38 restful 39 wake 3~ 33 
doze :38 37 resting 38 39 wen 37 39 
dream 24 20 silence 39 worldng 38 
dreaming 36 sleeping 38 
black . 
B G B G B G 
animal 40 darkness 38 Negro 40 38 
blue 37 :3S dead 40 night 26 29 
bird 39 death 40 red 40 
board :37 37 dirt 36 37 room 40 
brown 39 dirty 38 36 shoe 39 . 37 
cat 40 ' 34 . eye 38 sky 39 39 
cloud 40 funeral 39 storm 40 
coal 37 hair 40 37 tar 40 
coat 38 hole 39 white 12 12 
color '22 25 horse 40 39 witch 38 
crayon 39 magic 40 
dark 14 15 mud :3S " 
hammer , , ' 
B G B G B G 
bang 36 39 hea-vy 36 39 pounding 37 
blow 37 hit 31 35 saw 33 36 
build 37 load 40 sledge 37 40 
carpenter 37 40 mallet 37 steel 37 
chisel 36 40 nail 11 12 tool 24 .' 24 
fix 40 noise 37 38 wood 36 39, 
bard 33 39 pliers 37 work 35 39 
head 35 40 
" 
pound 27 29 wrench 37 ,39 
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NORMS ~R THE LIS FOR BOIS AND GIRlS' 
I· ., 
" 
table 
, 
B G B G .. ' B G 
bench 33 34 eating 32 34 seat' 34 34 big 35 flat .'-_ 33 set 33 34 board 35 floor 33 silverware 34 breakfast 34 35 food 25 31 stand 34 
card 33 furniture 2S 30 ' stool 34 34 
chair ,9 11 hard . 35 supper 33 35 ~loth 26 29 ldtchen 34 34 tool 34 , desk 2S :32 leg 30 32 top 31 35 dinner . 33 34 meal 34 35 wood , 29 31 dish 33 32 plate 33 35 
eat 22 26 rOund 33 
thirsty 
.. ~ ~ 
B G B G B G 
coke 41 . dry 2S 30 milk 41 38 
cool 41 full 39 mouth 40 desert 40 food 41 soda. 41 drank 41 good 39 thirst 41 39 drink 21 17 hot 38 3S throat 41 dr1nld.ng 41 hunger 41 water. 12 10 drou.ght 41 hungry 33 28 druDk 41 40 man ' 40 
quiet .' "i" 
B G B G B G, 
almost' 34 loud 5 9 shut-up 34 
alone 33 loW' 34 35 shy 31 32 
asleep 33 35 mouse 34 34 silence 23 20 haW 34 nice 34 35 silent 16 10 
calm 26 31 night 29 32 sleep 30 30 cat 35 noise 16 22 sleeping 34 
cemete17 30 noiseless 23 2S soft 20 20 
child 35 noisy 14 10 softly 33 34 
church 33 peace 2S 31 sound 22 22 
country 34 peaceful 23 20 soundless 25 31 girl 34 person 33 still 24 20 good 34 35 rest 33 talk 31 hospital 29 29 room 30 33 talldng 33 )..ibrary 27 33 serene 35 unnoisy 33 31 lonely 34 shh 31 33 whisper 29 29 
" 
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sweet 
• B G , B G B G \ 
af'f'ectionate 38 girl 37 38 pickle 38 
apple 37 38 good ,.-- 31 30 pleasant 38 
beautif'ul 38 heart 3S 37 potato 38 38 
bitter 33 35 honey 34 33 pretty 37 
cake 36 juice .38 sixteen 38 
candy 15 12 ldnd 34 smell 34 35 
chocolate 37 lady 38 soft 38 
coffee . 37 lemon 38 38 sour 12 12 
com 
·37 love 36 37 sugar. 13 19 
cute 37 lovely 38 tart 38 36 
dessert 38 music 36 taste 33 33 
flower 35 35 nice 30 27 tasty 36 38 
fruit 38 orange 38 tooth 37 37 
gentle 38 perfume 36 , . I 
stomach 
B G B G B G 
abdomen 30 f'ood 13 12 middle 32 
ache 10 9 tull 30 30 . mouth- 29 
acid 29 35 growl 35 organ 29 32 
l».ck 29 35 gut 2S 35 pain 27 33 
bell,. 19 25 hammering. 35 people 30 
big 30 hard 29 round. 33 body 12 12 head 2S 34 sick 30 34 bone 30 heart 26 32 skin 30 35 
chest 26 28 hunger 35 qstem 29 
digest 26 28 hungl'7 25 25 throat 30 
digestion 2S 31 hurt 29 33 t~ 25 28 
eat 21 24 insides 25 31 upset 29 32 
eating 30 34 intestines 26 28 waist 35 
empt,. 30 light 30 walk 35 
energy 30 liver 28 weak 29. 3S fat 29 31 loud ·30 
flu 34 lung 30 35 
, 
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'; 
, 'I 
working 
B G B G .. B G 
active 32 hard 7 7 playing 18 16 
build '30 helping 32 relax 32 
building 32 31 hours 32 32 relaxing 32 
business 32 31 house,·-- 31 32 rest 32 32 
rusy 27 27 job 13 14 resting 29 27 
carpenter 32 ,labor 18 23 rough )2 
chore 32 laboring 29 30 school 27 2B 
cleaning 32 30 lazy 27 32 slave 30 
comfort 32 ~oaring 29 31 slaving 32 30 
command' 
. 32 machine 32 sleeping 32 31 dad 32 making 32 stop 32 do 31 25 26 '. study 32 : man 
dotng 29 30 'men 26 26 ',swat 30 32 
eaming 32 mone,. 27 26' [thinking 32 ;2: 
employ , 31 occupation 32 32 : tired 30 ';!to ,. 
tactory 32 of:f1ee 30 toil 3b 32 
tast 32 ~ operation 32 toiling 30 32 father 30 pay 32 tool 30 finng 31 people 32 work 26 27 ijannner 32 i play 27 Z8 worker 32 ~ 
'" " 
comtort 
B G B G B G 
bed 17 17 home 24 24 relieve 33. 
chair 15 17 house 29 rest 15, 11 
come 31 joy 30 restful 31 
com! ortable 17 13 lay 2B 31 resting 31 30 
console 30 28 lazy 27 26 rough 29 
content 31 31 leisure 30 30 . satisfied 31 
couch 30 lie. 29 30 settle 2B 
coz,. 25 23 like' 29 sit 33 
cUShion 33 lounge 31 sleep 18 23 discomfort 30 love 30 sleeping 29 33 
ease 21 20 lU1\1l';Y 25 33 smooth 31 
easy 17 23 mother 27 sota 27 33 
ehjoy 30 nice 24 23 sott' 12 14 
enjoyment 31 peace 33 sooth 29 28 
feel 31 pertect 33 sympathize 33 furniture 33 pillow 29 31 sympathy 33 gentle 31 please 31 tired 31 33 ~Od 31 33 pleasure 2B 27 uncomfortable 23 25 ppiness 30 quiet 28 warm 31 happy 29 31 relax 9 4 warmth 31 hard 30 29 relaxation 27 27 working 31 heaven 31 relaxed 26 27 
help 31 2B relaxing 31 30 
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, 
~ 
!i 
sbft ,~ . , 
B G B G B G 
baby 31 feathers 28 29 quiet 32 
'bed 24 27 flutfy- 26 23 rabbit 34 
,blanket 31 33 fur 31 30 restful 33 
cat 33 'fuzz. 34 rough 31 33 
chair 31 30 gentle 30 30 silk 31 34 
cloud 33 hair 33 skin 33 34 
coarse' 33 hard 8 7 smooth 27 26 
comfort 27 2S kitten 32 30 snow 33 
comfortable . 26 25 light 29 32 sofa 33 33 
cotton 26 27 loud 31 32 spring, 34 
cozy 33 mild 34 tender 33 
cuddly 29 mist 34 velvet 33 
cushion 31 32 nice 27 30 warm 33 34 
easy 31 33 pillow 18 16 
short; 
B G B G B G 
baby 33 35 hair 34 34 shrimpy 36 
,ball 35 hand 35 size 34 
big 33 34 high 34 35 skinny 34 boy 35 inch 33 34 ' sldrt. 35 36 
'brief 34 36 length 35 34 small 13 11 
car' 35 little 25 26 story 34 34 
'child 35 long 10 11 stout 35 34 
clothes 35 low 35 36 stubby , 30 30 
cut , 35' 36 man 33 tall 2l 17 
day 36 midget 29 30 time 34 distance 33 nap 34 tiny 35 31 
dog 36 night 35 way 36 
eire •• 34 pencil 35 35 wee 35 
evening 36 people 34 while 35 
fat 31 34 person ' 33 32 wide 36 
girl 35 pipe 35 women 36 
grass 35 puny 35 worm 36 
gun 35 rope 34 
, 
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, 
heautiful 
• f B G B G B G 
adorable 33 glamorous 33 nice 27 31 
America 34 God- 33 painting 34 
autumn 34 good 34 picture' 33 
baby 34 33 gorgeous 32 30 pretty 9 9 
beauty 34 33 hair 33 princess 34 
bird 33 handsome 31 queen 34 
buttert1y 30 32 heaven 34 q,uiet 34 
color 30 33 house 34 scenery 33 
colorful 34 33 lady '. 33 32 sky 33 33 
country 34 lovely 22 23 summer 34 
cute 32 loving 34 sweet 34 
day 33 magnificent 34 33 tree .34 dog 34 Mary 34 Ugly 15 21 
dress 34 33 model 34 woman 33 32 flower' 26 29 modem 34 wonderful 30 32 
girl 23 26 mother 33 worker 34 glamor 34 nature 32 33 
cold 
B G B G B G 
" air 3S fever 37 shivering 35 ' 
antarctic 37 freeze 22 26 sick 35 33 
arctic 36 freezer 38 sneeze 36 38 
bitter 37 freezing 23 20 snow ~ 29 
cheerless 38 frost 36 temperature 37 
chill 37 froze 36 37 warul 21 23 
chill)" 32 32 frozen 34 37 weather 31 32 
coat 35 33 hot 7 6 water 31 35 
c'Ool 31 27 ice 19 22 wind 3S 37 
cOugh 36 night 37 windT 35 38 dark 36 nose 38 winter 15 17 
cia)" 34 '35 sbiver 33 33 zero 37 
'. 
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doetol" 
B G B G 
• 
B G 
aid 33 helper .2S 29 nurse ; S 
care 33 helprul 33 office 30 32 Casey 33 hospital 26 27 operate 31 33 
cure 29 31 hurt. 30 33 operation 33 31 
curer 33 ill 33 31 pain 33 del'1tist 26 .2S illness 33 ?1 patient 25 28' disease 33 in 'jury 33 per80n 33 doc 33 Kildare 33 33 physical 33 
examination 
. 33 lawyer 33 physician 2; 3Q 
exaMine 32 man 23 .2S shot 22 23 fiX 33 M. D. 29 32 sick 19 2l heal 33 medic 33 siemess .2S .2S healer 32 medical 32 30 surgeon .2S 30 health 27 29 medicine 15 23 help 27 31 needle 30 33 
wish 
B G B G B G 
ask 29 31 grant 29 31 request 34 birthday 31 30 granted 30 33 something 34 34 bone 24 .2S guess 32 star 27 26 
come ' 34 had 34 think 28 29 CODllJand 32 happy 32 thinking 34 
could 34 33 hard 32 33 thought 32 31 desire . 32 29 have 32 three 34 dish 30 32 hope 7 10 true 24 24 dream 13 11 imagine 
-34 want 18 20 . fai17 24 28 like. 33 . '. wanted 33 fish 34 longing 34 wash 34 34 for 32 34 luck 33 33 well 21 23 
,fortune 34 maybe 34 wished 32 genie' 34 miracle 32 wonder 32 gilt 33 money 29 34 yearning 34 good 32 pl"&y 29 32 
'. 
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'ouse 
B G B G 
• 
B G 
apartment 30 30 tort 33 porch 33 33 
barn 29 31 turniture 32 31 ranch ' 33 32 
bed 33 33 garage-- 29 2S ride 33 bedroom 33 high 33 roof 31 30 big 30 30 hold 32 33 room 2S 31 boat 33 home 9 10 school 33 brick 32 32 ' hotel ' 33 shack 32 32 building 25 28 hut 32 32 shelter 27 29 
cabin 31 30 live 22 23 street 33 
car . 33 living 32 trailer 33 
chimney 33 lodging 33 waN 32 
clean 32 32 lot 33 'White 32 33 
comfort 31 33 mother 32 wite 32 32 . 
cottage 33 32 32 , window 33 31 mouse dog 32 new 33 'WOod 32 31 doll 32 own 33 yard 33 31 door 29 30 •. people 30 31 
family 31 30 place 31 32 
justice 
B G B G B G 
brave 35 honor 35 34 officer 35 .' 
cold 34 hope , 35 orange 35 
court. 20 19 injustice 34 33 oJ'der ,33 32 
crime 34 34 jail 34 peace 13 S 
criminal 35 judge 24 19 police 25 2S democracy 34 just 34 right 29 24 done 35 law 9 14 sheriff 35 drink 35 lawful 35 thiet 35 duty 35 lawyer 35 trial 35 fair 29 26 libert7 31 32 trouble 35 tairness 33 31 man 34 35 true 35 3$ flag 34 ~~ marriage 32 truth 30 31 free 34- married 32 . unfair 35 freedom 31 2S marry 31 32 unjust 34 good 33 33 mayor 35 virtue 35 help 35 . 35 name 35 wish 35 honest 34 obey. 34 
'. 
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i ' 
river 
• B G B G B G 
Amazon 38 current 38 Mississippi 27 30, 
bank 33 35 dam ,.,,,*, 38 38 Nile 37 
bed 38 deep 37 36 ocean 33 32 bend 37 Des Plaines 38 pond 36 
big 38 dirty 36 38 sea 35 36 blue 37 38 fish 34 34 side 37 
boat 31 33 flood 35 stream 16 17 
bridge 
. 38 flow 37 34 SlBmp 38 
brook 38 37 flowing 38 swim' 36 
canal 36 37 Illinois 38 swimming 38 
channel 38 lake 17 16 valley 38 38 
cool 37 large 38 water" 11 11 
creek 36 37 long 36 
sicmess 
B G B G, B G 
ache 33 35 fever 30 32 nrumps 34 35 
bad 29 36 flu " 31 33 pain 33 35 
bed 33 35 germ 36 pill 35 
cancer 33 good 33 polio 33 
chicken-pox 35 happiness 35 sadness 35 
cold 29 31 health 2l 23 sick 27 29 
cough 34 healthy 30 34 smallpox 35 dead 33 help 34 sorrow 35 death 31 33 hospital 33 36 unhealthy 33 die 35 35 hurt 31 34 virus 35 disease 16 20 ill 7 7 weak' 33 35 doctor 18 20 illness 2l 23 well 25 30 dying 34 36 measels 27 .33 
feel 36 medicine 33 32 
,< 
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~, ( , , I , , 
mountain • 
B G B G B G 
Alps 33 34 high 17 17 ' rocks 26 32 
Andes 34 hiu. ... - 8 10 rugged 34 35 big 29 33 huge 35 side 34 35 bluft 34 lake, 34 ski 35 
c.ve 34 large .35 slope 32 35 
curf 33 lion 33 snow 29 33 
cllmb 30 30 mount 33 steep 30 30 
c~mber . 30 35 ocean 35 stream 32 34 
c:J.imbing 32 35 peak 26 29 tall 33 33 dirt ' 33 plain 35 top 32 32 
earth 35 plateau 33 tree 33 
Everest 32 34 ' range < 30 33 valley 30 33 goat 33 35 river 34 volcano 34 height 34 35 Rockies 27 29 
. 
stove 
B G B G B G 
bake 36 39 gas 31 33 pan 40 
. burn ~ 36 griU 36 39 pipe 30 37 b\u'ner 38 39 ht!tat 22 32 pot 36 c~k 9 10 neater 38 r8J!.ge 31 37 
cooldna 30 35 hot 19 20 refrigerator 37 37 fire 24 28 in~rument 38 sink 39 name 38 kitchen 33 37 warm. 33 38 food 33 38 oil 36 40 wood, 38 
turnace 36 oven 13 14 
girl 
B G B G B G 
,beautiful 30 34 lady 31 32 sharp 35 
',boy 9 11 love 35 36 sister 34 
,\ ctl11d 31 32 man 35 small 35 
cute' 34 marriage 35 soft 35 doll 33 36 me 36 sweet 34 35 
dress 29 31 mother 34 teen-age 36 
,female 21 24 nice 33 36 woman 29 31 feminine 34 36 people 35 women 32 35 ;friend 34 35 person 32 34 young 36 
hair 31 35 pretty 30 30 
human 34 sex 34 
, 
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'~ 
salt. 
B G B G .. B G 
bitt.er 28 ,1 little 32 shaker 29 29 
burn 33 meat 29 31 small 32 
crystal 32 mine ,,~ 30 sour 28 29 
deer 32 mineral 2S 31 spice 26 28 
eat. 32 32 . ocean 27 31 sugar 22 27 
egg 33 32 pepper 7 12 swot .31 30 
flavor 31 31 . pork 33 table 32 
flavoring 32 potato 32 taste 20 31 
food 25 29 river 33 tasty 32 32 
good '2 .32 rock 33 thing 33 
. grain 33 32 salty, 29 32 thirsty 33 
hot 32 sea 32 31 water 25 29 
ice 32 ."s~ason 32 'White 30 30 
lake 30 31 seasoning 26 28 
man 
B G B G B G 
adult 33 hard 34 sex 34 
big 31 35 human 31 34 shirt 35 
b97 22 23 husband 33 33 smart 35 
b~ve 34 lady 29 23 soldier ,2 34 
caveman 
'5 male 21 20 strong 30 32 c~ld 34 masculine 35 suit 34 34 
~~ture 35 .n 29 30 tali 33 32 
. cute 34 mister 33 35 t'ough 34 
lather 30 31 '~ce 35 woman 7 9 
gentleman 31 32 . old 35 women 23 21 
_~rl 32 34 pants 34 work 27 32 
,great 34 parent 35 worker 33 33 
_,p;~wn-up 32 35 person 27 3,0 
bandsome 33 29 power 34 
\ . 
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" 
qtteese 
B G B G , B' G ~ 
.' " ) 
American 31 Friday 37 28 rat 1 25 Z7 
blue 35 good 35 31 salaini 35 ' 
,bread 32 28 green'-- 37 34 sandwich 26 23 
burger 35 grilled 39 sharp 39 
butter 29 24 ham 35 smell 38 34 
cake 35 31 hole 34 ,33 smile 35 
cheddar 33 33 Holland 33 sour 36 35 
cottage 38 34 lii.mburger 35 stink 39 33 
cow . 35 31 meat 35 31 , strong 35 
cracker 31 25 mice 16 17 Swiss 18 25 
cream 32 29 milk 21 23 taste 39 35 
dairy 36 32 m00n 36 34 Wisconsin 39 35 
eat 23 25 JJ10Use 4 5 yellow 28 23 
food 10' 12 orange 36 31 
, I 
baby' . 
B G B G B G 
adult 33 35 delicate 40 parent 40 
beautiful 36 40 diaper 31 30 person 33 35 
birth 36 40 doctor 36 play 38 
blue 33 40 doll 33 36 playful 36 
bom 27 32 family' 36 quiet 40 bottle 30 26 father 36 rattle 34 ' 40 boy 16 23 gentle 36 sitter 33 36 brother 33 girl 28 23 small 14 16 
buggy 36 grown-up 36 36 soft 33 35 
charming 40 helpless 36 son 36 
child 6 2 human 33 sweet 40 
ch:1ldren 34 intant 15 9 tiny 31 29 
cradle 34- kid 33 tot 31 28 
crib 29 35 little 18 18 , toy 38 t 
cry' 17 9 love 40 trouble 36 
crying 33 man 31 ;young 27 33 
cuddly 40 mother 28 33 . 
cute 28 23 nice 33 
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NORMS FOR THE US FOR BOYS AND GIRLS I i 
bread 
B G B G B .G 
• 
.. bake 35 eat 23 2S sandwich 2S 27 baker 36 flour 27 27 slice 35 34 basket 35 food··-- 14 2l soft 34 34 
bird 36 34 host .• 34 stale 34 33 biscuit 36 jam 36 34 starch 34 
box 35 jelly 36 33 tasty 36 butter. S 9 loaf 29 29 t~j; 34 31 
oake 36 lunch 36 water 2S 2S 
cheese 
. 33 33 margarine 36 wheat 23 2S 
crumb 35 32 meat 34 white 30 30 
orust 34 31 milk 35 29 wine 32 34 dinner 36 Il1I.1.f'fins 34 yeast 33 
q.ough .' 29 32 rolls 36 
dry 34 rye 31 32 
whistle 
. 
B G B G B G 
air 30 32 instrument 31 sound 17 :!-9 bell 31 ~~ kettle 32 stop 33 31 bi~ 32 lip 29 29 talk 32 
l;)lew 32 loud 18 25 teacher 33 \)].ow 5 6. 1uncl1 33 teeth 33 33 boy 30 30 mouth 31 29 time 33 
call 24 27 music 29 29 tone 33 
cat 33 noise S 15 toot 29 29 , 
cop 30 30 noisy 31 toy 29 30 
Dixie 33 plastic 33 train . 25 30 
<:log 27 police 18 21 . tune 20 18 
ear 33 pucker 31 tweet 32 30 fJ.ute 30 scream 30 voice 33 SJ,rl 26 32 8c~ech 33 whiskey ·33 ~ppiness 33 sharp 33 whistler 32 
llaPW 29 2S shrill 21 24 wind 31 30 
. ~gh 33 signal 33 wolf 32 Rorn 27 29 sing 23 21 work 33 31 hum. 29 2S song 30 30 yell 30 33 
I 
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,carpet 
B G B G • B G 
bag 38 flying 35 37 sqft 35 35 beat 37 furniture 38 spot 38 blue 37 house 37 38 sweep 37 37 broadloom 37 magic 36 37 sweeper 36 38 
clean 37 37 material 37 tacks 36 38 
cleaner 37 new 37 walk 36 35 co~ering 37 37 pretty 38 wall 37 37 dirty 38 red 36 38 wood 37 dog . 37 l"Oom 37 36 wool 37 37 
eJq>en8:ive 38 rough 37 
floor 30 31 rug 13 14 
needle t' ( 
I B G B G B G 
cloth 39 ~ pinch 43 stick 39 43 doctor 37 point 33 41 stitch 39 43 e.,.. . 39 41 prick 43 straight 39 
'haGrstack 38 scissors 42 string 39 42 
puft-. 37 42 sew 23 23 thin 39 42 
tnend 42 sewing 34 40 thread 10 12 
"ou9h. - 42 sharp 30 36 
pin 20 29 shot 34 41 
f' • 
haDd 
B G B G B G 
ankle 34 toot 26 27 paw 34 
41"Dl 20 19 give 34 34 right 34 bag, 34 glove 34 33 riDs ,_ 34 35 ~ 27 31 grenade 34 rough 35 
»one. 34 hard 35 shake 31 33 boy 34 head 33 34 strong 35 
cream 35 help 34 35 thumb 35 
cuff 33 hold 32 33 toe 34 
cut 34 human 34 touch 33 33 
elbow 35 left 34 35 use 34 
tace 35 leg 32 34 useful 34 
teel 34 made 34 35 work 32 31 
teet 32 move 34 35 wrist 33 34 tinger 10 10 tmlscle 34 write 34 32 fist ;32 35 nail 34 flesh 34 35 palm 30 ' 32 
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" '1 
thiet 
'. B G B G • 
~ l B G 
bad 31 31 honest 36 rob 29 30 
badman 35 jail 35 36 robber 9 10 
bandit 32 36 jewel-- 36 robbery 32 36 
bank 35 jewelry 36 scoundrel 35 
burglar 24 25 justice 36 snatch 36 
cheat 35 ldll 35 steal 20 16 
chiet 35 killer 35 stealer 29 27 
cop 35 man 35 36 stealing 34 
crime 35 mean 36 stole 30 34 
criminal 35 36 money 31' 34 stolen 3.4 33 
crook 24 30 murderer 35 take 33 33 
gangster 35 police 32 theft 35 
head 35 rat 36 
dream 
B G B G. B G 
. a~gel 35 girl 34 reality 34 
asleep 34 33 good 33 32 see 35 
awake 34 happy 35 sleep 9 9 
bad . 34 35 hope 32 31 sleeping 33' 35 
beautitul 34 imagina17 35 story 34 35 
bed 32 33 imagination 34 sweet 34 
believe 35 imagine 32 32 tale 35. 
boat 31 34 land 33 34 think 25 26 
boy 34 love 34 thought 27 29 
cloucl 34 35 lovely 35 true 33 31 
cozy 35 nice 32 33 untrue 35 day 32 32 night 30 29 vision 33 
daze 35 nightmare 15 19 wish 17 16 
dreamer 35 35 pleasant 35 wonder .30 31 
false 32 34 pretend 35 wonderful 35 
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religion 
B G B G • B G 
arm;y 36 custom 36 people 36 36 
aunt 37 faith 20 20 Presbyterian 37 
beliet 29 28 tather 37 priest. 35 36 
believe 29 2S tree 37 Protestant 34 37 
bible 34 God 13 11 race 35 
book 35 35 good 33 35 school 36 
catechism 33 32 holy 36 34 spelling . 35 
Catholic 18 15 Jesus 34 35 state 37 
Christ 34 34 Jewish 36 37 subject 33 32 
Chrietian 29 33 land 36 SundaY' 36 37 
church 11 12 Lutheran 34 33 ~eaching 37 
citizen 37 Met hodd.st 36 36 work 37 
counti7 35 pagan 36 worship 33 33 
\ .' "';., " 
stl'eet· 
B G B G B G 
jaddre88 33 51 dark 35 pave 35 'alleY' 32 drive 34 pa~ed 34 
auto 34 highwaY' 31 30 :' pavement 32 33 
a.venue 21 20 home 35 place· 32 35 
block 32 34 house 34 32 ride 35 
boulevard .34 35 lamp 35 road 10 10 
bwnp,y 35 lane 33 33 sidewalk 34 30 .. 
car 21· 20 light 31 32 sign 34 34 
cement 34 35 live 33 state 33 34 
citY' 34 34 long 35 stone 35 
cleaner 35 main 33 32 town 35 35 
corner 29 32 name 35 traftic 35 
cross 34 number 31 33 walk 31 33 
curb 34 path 34 175th 35 
't! : 
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f· " HORM$ FOR 'l'HR LLq FOR BOYS AND GIltI..S 
~hea1th ~ ;.; 1 
B G2 B G 
• 
B G 
c, 
aid 33 growth 33 play 33 
alive 33 gym 33 poor 33 
bad 29 32 habit- 33 posture 33 
blood 33 happiness 29 re~e 33 
board 33 .32 happy 33 33 safety 28 29 
body 18 18 healthy 24 27 school 32 
book 28 25 heart .32 33 sci~nce 30 32 , 
care 2S 32 help 32 shape 33 
cheerful 33 hospital 32 shot 33 
class 33 human 33 sick 8 9 
clean 32 30 hygiene 28 ~cl<ness 15 15 
cold 33 ill 25 25 strength 28 30 
condition 2l '23 illness 30 strong 15 20 
Q.caath 33 life Zl 31 subject 33 
department 33 live .33 teeth 30 27 
disease 32 medicine 3;l 33 unhealthy 32 
• doctOr 10 10 mental 33 vitamins 33 
eat 32 33 milk 31 walking 33 
exe'rcise 2S 29 muscle 32 wea.k 33 
'feel 33 nice 33 wealth 31 2S 
fine 33 nurse 32 , weight 33 ~tn~~s 33 31 o. k. 31 welfare 32 
t90d 31 32 person 32 well 19 16 
germ 33 pl)ysica1 31 31 
good 13 15 physician 32 
ocean 
B G B G B G 
Atlantic 33 33 lake 30 29 sand 38 big 36 35 la1'1d 37 sea ' 13 11 
blue 35 33 ' large 38 36 ship 35 35. 
boat 34 37 liner 36 37 stream, 38 37 
bottom 38 Pacific 33 32 swim 36 
'deep' 33 32 river 31 27 tide 38 
desert. 38 sailing 38 vast 38 
tish 36 36 salt 34 36 water 13 12 
floor 37 38 salty 38 35 ~ves 38 34 
i 1· w 
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NORMS FOR THE LIS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
:. 
bed 
'B G B G 
• 
B G 
berth 34 feather 35 room 33 31 
, blanket 33 32 furniture 34 33 sheet 35 ' 33 
bug 34 home 34 34 sleep 12 12 
bunk 33 34 lay'- 34 34 sleeping 34 
canopy 34 lie 34 slippers 34 
chair 33 33 mat 34 sort 29 28 
child 34 mattress 31 31 spread 34 33 
comfort 33 32 night 33 33 spring 34 
comfortable 33 33 pillow 31 29 time 34 33 
cot . 32 33 people 34 tired 34 34 
couch 34 34 post 35 34 up 34 
cover 31 30 relaxation 34 warm 35 34 dream 35 34 rest 32 33 
child 
B G B G B G 
adult 32 27 infant 33 27 playing 36 baby 6 5 kid 13 17 school 31 30 ball 37 little 25 22 small 23 21 boy 17 29 lovable 35 son 36 brat 35 33 man 32 35 teen-ager 33 
care 35 me 35 toddler 35 
children 1.6 16 mother 31 29 tot 35 32 
cry 37 nasty 35 toy 34 31. 
cute ' , 37 35 nice 37 35 trouble 36 33 family 35' n.oise 35 woman 36 girl 35 ; 21 one 33 wonderful 35 good . 35 32 parent 35 32 work 37 grown-up 35' 29 people 36 35 young 26 27 hood 34 33 person 21 27 youngster 35 35 human 36 play 25 23 
'tobacco 
B G B G B G 
blend 38 father 39 pouch 41 
cancer 35 field 38 41 product 39 41 ~ehew 34 40 filter 39 40 smell 41 
,chewing 38 good 39 smoke 15 17 
cigar 25 27 Indian 40 smoking 35 40 t~igarette 11 12 lear 33 33 South 39 40 
,crop 36 40 pipe 20 18 taste 39 
teat 40 pla~t 34 39 weed 38 !farm 41 p1antat~on 38 
OdS t ste j '15 th'Mt ¢t Ct t.w·Wk"( $ t1J*W 't' it' M h. *"UWfi my. i£S r' t"r '6 "" •• Wtf e •• <r be "r:t' 'r m ;yr •. ! , ip """ 
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NORMS FOR THE LIS FOR BOYS AND GIRlS 
woman • 
B G B G B G 
adult 36 35 girl o • 26 26 nice 36 35 baby 36 housewife 37 36 old 36 beautiful 35 huma.n 36 person 33 34 beauty 37 husband 36, pretty 35 33 big 35 kind 36 sex 36 
child 36 lady 2l 2l talk 36 
children 37, man 10 10 wife 33 34 dress 32 33 married 36 36 women 36 34 
elder 36 marry 36 work 36 female 23 26 men 34 32 
, f etninj#le 36 mother 32 31 
cabbage 
B. G B G B G 
beet 36 eat 26 28 log 36 
. boiled 36 farm. 36 patch 34 bunny 37 fo¢ 16 24 plant 31 35 
carrot 35 36 fruit 35 rabbit 30 27 I~ eelery 35 36 garden 30 32 radish 36 
cheese 37 good 34 37 salad 31 32 
coleslaw 37 green 27 30 salt 35. 
cook :36 . 36 head 27 2S smell 35 37 
corn 36 horrible 36 . sour 36 
corned-beet 33 35 leaf 33 35 trash 37 crop 36 leafy 36 vegetable 15 11 dressing 36 lettuce 9 'U 
• I,. 
" . 
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lion • 
B G B G B G 
animal 14 .17 den 34 35 moun~ 35 bad 35 eat 35 mouse 34 35 bear 34 35 ferocious 
," 
32 roar 29 27 beast 29 30 fierce 29 29 roaring 35 big 34 35 growl 33 . 34 scare 35 bite 35 hairy 35 tame 35 34 braVe 34 35 jungle 30 33- tamer 33 33 
cage 31 32 king 29 32 teeth 34 
eat 28 33 . leopard 35 34 tiger 10 10 
circus 34 34 lioness 35 vicious' 35 
creat\)re 35 mane 34 wild 33 33 
cub h' 31 33 32 31 30 30 mean zoo dangerous 34 meat 34 
, i 
DUtter 
B G B G B G 
bread .8 10 tood 25 Z7 potato 34 Day . 34 good 31 33 product 33 
cheese 29 30 grease 33 34 rich 34 
churn 32 ,33 greasy 34 33 slippery 34 
cow 31 32 knife 30 32 smooth 32 
cream 29 29 margari~e 26 27 soft 30 30 
cup 32 melt 31 33 spread 30 30 dairy 32 33 melted 34 stick 34 33 
eat 31 33 milk 2l 27 sweet 34 33 fat 29 31 nut 34 toast 31 31' finger 32 33 oil 34 33 yellow 25 25 fly 27 32 peanut 34 33 
\ 
BO 
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! NORMS· FOR THE LLS FOR BOYS AND GIW 
" 
m.sic • 
B G B G B G 
art 30 . 30 hear . 33 33 piano 22 15 
band 17 2S horn 31 play 2S 34 
bass 34 Ideals 29 pretty 33 
Beatles 30 29 instrument 11 17 radio 34 30 beautiful 27 27 jazz 29 29 record 26 32 
beauty 34 lesson 29 31 rhythm 34 
Beethoven 34 listen 34 scales 34 
book 33 35 loud 30 34 sing 11 9 
box 33 lovely 34 singing 31 25 
comfort 34 maker 34 soft 32 29 
compo'Ser 35 man 33 song 7 7 
concert 31 . melody 28 27 sound 14 15 
conductor 33 musician 34 sweet 2S 2S 
dance 26 25 nice 30 33 teacher 27 32 
drum 31 35 noise 25 30 tone 27 30 flute 35 note IS 15 tune 23 26 
good 34 32 opera 35 violin 33 guitar 34 orchestra 30 32 voice 35 hall 34 organ 34 35 wstle 31 
\ 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
When people see or hear a word, they often 
.. 
think "of another word. If you say the word, Stem, 
most people would think of floVler. Some, hilt r.1ot the 
greatest number, might think of Pipe, Grass, ~, 
and so foith. 
This study wants to' find out what vTord you 
think the S;'eateet n~ber of people. would be me ,3t 
likely to think !)f'when they see or hear eac~ of the 
word.s on the next two pages. 
Please write next to each of ' the 'Tords the 
~~ ~ which you think the greatest number of 
p~ople would be most likely to t.hinl~ of when they 
see or hear the word in the list. Take as rrrach time 
. as lOU need to think about the i-Tord which seems to 
yot: ::,.:,) "go alongfl with each printed "Tord. Then 
ch~ose the one word which you think the greatest 
nUll:ber of peopl~ l<I."Ould be most likely to think of 
when they see or hear the given word. Write the 
o~e wo~d which you choose beside the printed word. 
Ii;-n'Ot"Skip any word. . 
·Remember, you are not asked to write down just 
any word that comes to your mind. You should t'lrite 
d0~m t~e one word which you think the greatest nur.~er 
o~ ~cryrle would be most likely to think of. 
N.B. Ple ase fill out the information blank on PagE- 4. 
Cop~vright, 1954, by .. Loyola University, Chicagc 
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,P.:-::ije each of the ;·;ords printed below write the cne ~. whiCh You think. the greatest number of tOpJ.e'WOUld . 
be most likely tG th~nk of when they s-ee or- ar t~t 
wore.. 
soldier 
hungry 
butterfly 
long 
head 
anger 
afraid -~ 
fruit 
dark 
red 
loud 
bath 
,eating 
joy 
ro~gh • 
sour 
. king 
deep ,; .... 
sleep 
, 
.... -_. 
black 
hammer .t.. '. 
jt,able-
thirsty. 
" 
quiet 
,hard, 
. ~ *~. 
blue. 
~eet. 
stomach 
working 
, 
o. 
:.'~ . 
. -:;," ',~- ;," 
d:~=.: . 
- $, 
, 
~r 
.. 
,. 
.-
.... -.,'-- ... ,:,':. 
. ... 
whiskey 
. yelloli 
window 
scissors 
foot _., 
. 
"doctor 
wish 
house 
just:'ce 
r~ve:' 
sickness 
IIlOun ta:.n. ' 
stove 
gir: 
salt 
man 
cheese 
baby ,comfort---. 
soft 
·-7,,, •• ' .. -t. ,':, ..... *"'.".""'.I.".:_ .. '~,.~' ., .. "' ... ,q.,.; •. ' ..... --~'- •. --,,"""'**"~"'"-;~~~"'i.~ .. ~,-
heaVY' mOor. 
rJ.gh short spider 
t: 
whistle 
carpet 
needle 
hand 
thief 
dream 
.' J troUble 
religion 
street 
health 
ocean 
bed. 
child 
tobacco 
. woman 
cabbage 
t 
. citizen 
earth . 
~ ."".,.,.".,-..'~~~~ ... ,", _, '>-'"..,.-;.".r:*,''''' .• '~.~~~;;;'!i<~'''~,,~,;.>M~~~'f'' 
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\" ~\,\.' 
\,I 
lim 
butttJr 
music 
~ 
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